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ABSTRACT
In this phenomenological study, seven research participants shared their memories,
experiences, and the durability of what they learned as university student ambassadors who
participated in a unique philanthropic initiative. Through this philanthropy-universitycommunity partnership, participants traveled on site visits to three global locations to witness
first-hand the work of faith-based, “unsung hero” humanitarians and to have personal encounters
with members of these communities on the margins of their societies. These former student
ambassadors shared that during the site visits they had experiences and conversations that
challenged many of the preconceptions and expectations that they held prior to the visits.
Through critical self-reflection and active dialogue with supportive resources, the former student
ambassadors grappled with the challenging elements of their experiences, striving to make sense
of what they learned through the first-hand encounters. Five years after the completion of their
commitments to this program, participants still attribute some of their acquired dispositions, life
choices, and intentional actions to the transformational opportunity and experience of the site
visits they made as university student ambassadors. Emergent themes from the former student
ambassadors’ narratives include the influence of their pre-site visit personal stories, the powerful
impact of site visit experiences, the difficult nature of grappling with experiences of privilege,
and the durability of hope as a motivating source of inspiration for the future.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
In 2016, U.S.-based philanthropies contributed an estimated $390 billion to charitable
causes and organizations (Giving USA, 2017). This was the third straight year setting a record
for collective philanthropic giving, marking over a one percent increase from the previous year.
Comparing the different sources of these gifts, contributions by foundations accounted for 15%
of all philanthropic giving within the United States, nearly $59 billion, a 2% increase from the
previous year when adjusted for inflation.
Among the recipients of this philanthropy, religious organizations received the largest
amount among all divided subsectors, over $123 billion and 32% of overall funds received. Gifts
to international affairs accounted for more than $22 billion, 6% of overall giving (Giving USA,
2017).
Early estimates predicted an increase in philanthropic giving of four percent in 2017 and
an additional four percent in 2018 (Indiana University & Lilly Family School of Philanthropy,
2017). While the volume of funding is expected to grow in the years ahead, the strategic aims
and agendas of philanthropic organizations continue to adapt to address identified needs and to
contribute to community movements.
Philanthropy is more than simply giving money to organizations in need. Individuals,
families, and communities might participate in the processes and protocols for philanthropic
giving and receiving. The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore the experiences for
university students who actively participated in unique roles through a philanthropic initiative.
Types of Philanthropy
The operating protocol and targeted goals of philanthropic organizations have changed
during the last several decades, as philanthropists have become social investors rather than
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merely donors (Frumkin, 2003). Kramer (2009) describes three different types of philanthropies,
each of which pursues answers to different, guiding questions. Conventional philanthropic
programs determine specific organizations to support, and they distribute funds accordingly.
Venture philanthropic programs seek to help nonprofit organizations increase the scale of their
work. Catalytic philanthropic programs promote the marshaling of multiple stakeholders’
resources to create an effective campaign to address specific issues.
While all three types of philanthropic giving are important and needed, catalytic
philanthropists may offer the best chance for measurable impact toward solutions to persisting
problems (Kramer, 2009; Zohdy, Samali, Laidler-Kylander, & Simonin, 2016). Catalytic
collaborations form “the basis for innovation, transformation, and sustainable impact” (Zohdy et
al., 2016, para. 3). A catalytic approach to philanthropic giving includes more people with
different and varied expertise, creating space for the consideration of diverse perspectives and
strengths. These inclusive collaborations “bring together unusual suspects… seek(ing) to build
mutual trust, respect, and complementary activities over time, and foster transformational
relationships across a wide range of stakeholders” (Zohdy et al., 2016, para. 6, emphasis in
original). These strategic collaborations might include involving strategically determined
partners who bring specialized expertise (e.g. medical or legal insights) or who may have unique
roles to play as stakeholders. In the case of the research for this study, a philanthropy identified
university students as a target population of stakeholders to include in key experiences and
evaluation protocols.
The Opus Prize
One potentially catalytic collaborator is the Opus Prize Foundation. The Opus Prize is an
annual, faith-based, humanitarian award recognizing individuals internationally and domestically
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who are addressing persistent and pressing social problems within their communities (Opus
Prize, n.d.). Through the intentional process and protocol for awarding of the annual Opus Prize,
the Opus Prize Foundation has created a major funding lever that channels the focus of
traditional venture philanthropy with the dynamic and collaborative emphasis of catalytic
philanthropy. Multiple stakeholders contribute, participate, and benefit from the experience of
focused dedication to the goal of helping nonprofit organizations scale up their work and impact.
The Opus Prize is a catalytic convener, encouraging a philanthropy-university-communityrecipient collaboration and experience.
History of the Opus Prize. The Opus Prize has been awarded annually since 2004. This
is one of the world's largest faith-based awards for social entrepreneurship, including one award
of $1 million and two $100,000 prizes. The six values of the Opus Prize Foundation serve as the
selection criteria for awarding the Opus Prize: (1) social entrepreneurship, (2) transformational
leadership, (3) sustainable change, (4) faith, (5) unsung hero, and (6) life of service (Opus Prize,
n.d., “Our Values”).
Each year, the Opus Prize Foundation chooses a different Catholic university to serve as
its partner in facilitating the selection and presentation of the Opus Prize. The partner university
helps to determine three finalists for the awards, from which the Opus Prize Foundation Board
ultimately determines the $1 million Opus Prize laureate and the two $100,000 award recipients.
According to the Opus Prize Foundation, “Opus Prize laureates combine the spirit of innovation
with amazing faith to inspire long-term, local solutions to address poverty and injustice. Opus
Prize laureates prove change is possible, empowering and inspiring us all” (Opus Prize, n.d.,
“About,” para. 2). Previous recipients of the Opus Prize have come from different faith
traditions, and the focus of their work is varied and deep.
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Recent Opus Prize finalists. As examples, the three finalists for the 2017 Opus Prize
were Sister Marilyn Lacey R.S.M. of the nonprofit group Mercy Beyond Borders, Sister Stan
Terese Mumuni MASEL founder of Nazareth Home for God’s Children, and Jason Reinking,
M.D. and Noha Aboelata, M.D. of the Roots Community Health Center. Sister Lacey created
programs in South Sudan and Haiti to promote access to educational and economic opportunities
for young girls. In her native Ghana, Sister Mumuni founded an orphanage where she and her
staff can care for unwanted children born with physical and mental disabilities. Drs. Reinking
and Aboelata created a network to provide health care and access to support for the homeless
population living in Oakland, CA.
Protocol for selecting the Opus Prize recipients. The process for awarding the Opus
Prize is an 18-month commitment between the Opus Prize Foundation with the partner Catholic
university, providing unique opportunities for engagement and formation, intended to inspire and
involve the university’s students, faculty, campus community, and civic community. These
partnerships provide the mutual benefits of supporting the work of faith-based, social
entrepreneurs around the world while seeking to inspire the next generation of leaders to pursue
lives of service (Opus Prize, n.d.).
During the initial summer and fall of the 18-month selection protocol, the partner
university leads a worldwide, confidential nomination process for the Opus Prize. Partner
universities are encouraged and empowered to connect and collaborate with their alumni/ae,
friends, benefactors, and networks, asking these engaged resources to reflect on the impact of
unsung heroes in their local communities and to articulate this in confidential nominations for the
Opus Prize.
Following the receipt of the confidential nominations in the fall, the partner university
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convenes an Opus Prize Jury during the succeeding winter. The Opus Prize Foundation
encourages the host university to engage the participation of different citizens and stakeholders
from their collegial and civic communities, intentionally identifying and including those with
personal and professional experiences that would offer experiential texture connected to the
values of the Opus Prize Foundation. At the discretion and selection by host universities, Opus
Prize Juries have included the collaborative participation of business leaders, faith leaders,
innovators, social entrepreneurs, journalists, academic experts, and philanthropists. During its
convention for deliberation and selection, the Opus Prize Jury considers the candidacy of each of
the nominees and determines three finalists for the awards.
During the spring, the three finalists under consideration for the Opus Prize are evaluated
in the field by members of the Opus Prize Foundation along with a delegation of students and
faculty from the host university. Host universities are encouraged to include two students among
each of the groups making these site visits. These collaborations on due diligence site visits offer
unique opportunities for members of the campus community to witness how faith animates the
entrepreneurial work of the Opus Prize finalists in their actions to promote social change. At the
conclusion of its site visit, each due diligence delegation helps to generate a collective reflection
and summary of its experience with the organization they visited.
At its summer meetings, the Opus Prize Foundation Board reviews the summaries from
the collaborative due diligence site visits, and the Board decides which one of the three finalists
is to be named Opus Prize laureate. This decision is not shared publicly.
The following fall, the Opus Prize Foundation flies the three finalists to visit the campus
of the host university for a week-long Opus Prize Week. This creates an opportunity for the
university to reciprocate the hospitality shown to them on the collaborative due diligence site
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visits. Opus Prize Week is designed to create a platform to share the impact of the work of the
finalists and to promote interactions among the three finalists and the host university’s campus
and civic communities.
Opus Prize Week culminates in the celebration of the Opus Prize Awards Ceremony and
the public announcement of the Opus Prize laureate. The organization of the Opus Prize laureate
is given a $1 million award, and the two other finalists’ organizations are each presented with
$100,000 prizes. All of the individuals who participate in selection elements of the 18-month
Opus Prize commitment are invited to attend, meet, engage with, and celebrate the present
successes and future endeavors of the honored finalists.
Catalytic Collaboration and Focus on Students with the Opus Prize
While the global and comprehensive aims of the Opus Prize Foundation are noble, the
reasons for choosing a university community as the partner are specifically and strategically to
inspire university students through their involvement and participation in the selection and
presentation of the Opus Prize. “The Opus Prize is awarded on college campuses, providing an
opportunity to inspire a new generation of leaders. Through identifying Opus Prize finalists,
students build meaningful connections, experience personal transformation, and are challenged
to live lives of service” (Opus Prize, n.d., para. 4).
Each host university selects six student representatives to participate as full members of
the due diligence site visits. These students have unique opportunities to travel with universityand foundation-funded teams of evaluators to international or domestic locations. The nature and
the timing of these short-duration site visits are not equivalent to more commonly offered studies
abroad or service-learning programs run by universities, in which students choose exactly where
they will go and which specific activities they hope to enjoy. In fact, student representatives in
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the Opus Prize protocol are selected for participation prior to the determination of the locations
of the three finalists. Students agree to participate in the collaborative evaluation opportunities
without knowing where they will travel, who they will visit, or what conditions they may
encounter.
The student representatives serve in committed roles beyond the completion of the
collaborative due diligence site visits. During Opus Prize Week on the college campuses, student
representatives serve as ambassadors and are asked to introduce the finalists at events, facilitate
campus discussions, and publicly share reflections from their experiences and the impact of
participation with the collaborative due diligence teams. These are moments for the student
ambassadors to articulate the impact of their experiences and publicly to share their progress
toward the hoped-for goals of the Opus Prize Foundation, reflecting on whether or not they have
begun to “build meaningful connections, experience personal transformation, and are challenged
to live lives of service” (Opus Prize, n.d., para. 4). The Opus Prize Foundation expects that the
inspiration offered by the model of the finalists is not limited to empowering only the six student
representatives, but rather that the campus and civic communities are enervated and enlivened by
the stories and witness of the finalists as moral exemplars. However, the student ambassadors
have additional and deeper layers of texture to their understanding of the lives and impact of the
finalists, as the student ambassadors participated in rare learning experiences.
Research Gap
The field of education has widely studied and critiqued the rhythms and movements of
experiential learning. Kolb (1984) states that experiential learning provides textured
opportunities and “…emphasizes critical linkages that can be developed between the classroom
and the ‘real world’” (p. 4). Experiential learning seeks to create “…a process whereby the
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learner interacts with the world and integrates new learning into old constructs (Eyler, 2009, p.
24). Of particular interest in framing this study are data from other research studies examining
experiences of shorter duration with specific foci. Advocates for studies abroad programs,
service-learning opportunities, and other international travel engagements are quick to frame the
merits of the experience of traveling as participating students’ perspectives and world views are
broadened (Jones, Rowan-Kenyon, Ireland, Niehaus, Skendall, 2012; Perry, Stoner, & Tarrant,
2012; Rowan-Kenyon, & Niehaus, 2011). However, the Opus Prize due diligence site visits are
not intended just to be trips, but are designed with the intent to be transformative levers to propel
the student ambassadors to new and different futures because of the experiences.
Mezirow (1990) defines transformative learning as “the process of learning through
critical self-reflection, which results in the reformulation of a meaning perspective to allow a
more inclusive, discrimination, and integrative understanding of one’s experience. Learning
includes acting on these insights” (p. xvi). Critical reflection permits and positions the learner to
assess and re-assess his assumptions and the meaning he makes from new encounters and
experiences. Through the identification of limitations and distortions in his past thinking and
assumptions, the learner is able to transform his frames of reference and become a new actor on a
newly-understood stage. Transformation leads to seeing differently, understanding differently,
and, ultimately, acting differently, in accord with the critically- and reflectively-constructed
meanings that the learner makes from experiences of the world.
Toward these ends, proponents of theories of transformative learning promote the
benefits and textured learning that are possible through participation in international servicelearning experiences (Kiely, 2005; McLaughlin & Johnson, 2006; Simm & Marvell, 2015). The
travels for Opus Prize site visits are not the same as longer- or shorter-term studies abroad
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opportunities, as the focus of the site visits includes an evaluation of particular organizations
under consideration for significant philanthropic funding. Nor are these collaborative, evaluation
teams assembled to perform or pursue service-learning goals. Yet, the Opus Prize due diligence
site visits share common elements with studies abroad opportunities and service-learning
engagements, and it is appropriate to view them through the lens of transformative learning.
Despite these high ambitions, no data could be found to suggest whether or not
participation as an Opus Prize student ambassador has an enduring impact on the lives and future
decisions of the students beyond their commitments and short-term collaboration with the Opus
Prize Foundation and involvement with the finalists for the Opus Prize. Student ambassadors are
intensely involved in the second half of the 18-months commitment to select and honor finalists
for the Opus Prize. At the end of this short window of time, student ambassadors publicly share
their thoughts, memories, and intermediate reflections during Opus Prize Week. Data have not
been collected to explore the durability of the impact of the experiences, data to confirm if these
undergraduate students have become graduates in the aspirational model of the Opus Prize
Foundation, graduates who built meaningful and durable connections, experienced personal
transformation that persists, and have risen to the challenge to live lives of service.
Purpose
The purpose of this qualitative study was to describe transformative components of
learning experiences for university students who participated in a philanthropic universitycommunity partnership. The interest of this study was to explore if these transformative
components have endured over time. The research participants for this study had initial and deep
experience with the Opus Prize five years ago.
The outcome of this research had immediate and intermediate impacts on the campus
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community at the University of Portland. In the spring of 2017, the Opus Prize Foundation chose
the University of Portland as the partner university for the selection and presentation of the 2018
Opus Prize. Data collected and analyzed through this study informed the strategy to prepare,
engage, and support the six student ambassadors the University selected to participate in the due
diligence site visit experiences, as well as the preparation and execution of the hosting roles they
played during Opus Prize Week.
Overview of the Research Project
Transformative learning theories include the critical cog of intentional reflection as a
necessary step in the cycle of processing and making meaning of formative and transformative
experiences (Mezirow, 1990). This study included interviews with subjects who participated as
members of Opus Prize due diligence delegations during their undergraduate years at universities
that were previous host partners for the selection and presentation of the Opus Prize. This
research provided an additional opportunity and cycle for participants to reflect upon their
experiences with their commitments to the Opus Prize and to articulate elements and themes that
have endured and influence their lives and decisions up to the present.
Summary
Within the landscape of modern American philanthropy, catalytic movements seek to
encourage the participation of multiple stakeholders and interests. The Opus Prize Foundation
specifically names university students as a strategic population to include and inspire through the
selection and presentation of the annual Opus Prize. The intentional protocol and emphasis on
student participation articulated by the Opus Prize Foundation primes student ambassadors for
deep and textured learning opportunities, with the aim of transforming their lives and the lives of
those around them. This research study included interviews with graduates who participated in
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Opus Prize due diligence site visits as university students. The interview data collected and
analyzed through this research study contribute answers to questions about the essence of being
an Opus Prize student ambassador and the durability of the meaning that students constructed
during these transformative learning opportunities.
This chapter provided an overview of the movement of catalytic collaboration in
philanthropy and the opportunities for targeted and textured learning that undergraduate student
ambassadors have through participation in the selection and presentation of the Opus Prize. A
brief outline of the study included an introduction to the lens of transformative learning theory.
Chapter Two includes a more in-depth description of the literature related to transformative
learning theory, with specific attention to relevant, shorter-term studies abroad experiences,
international service-learning programs, and the role of intentional reflection in the process of
constructing meaning. Chapter Three includes a detailed outline of the proposed methods for
gathering this data. Chapter Four includes a summary of the data and shares the research
findings. Chapter Five includes conclusions from the research, a discussion of findings from the
study, and suggestions for future consideration.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Introduction
Since Mezirow introduced transformative learning theory in 1978, “no other theory of
adult learning has experienced as much research, controversy, and promise” (Cranton & Taylor,
2012, p. 16). The dynamic nature of transformative learning theory provides a theoretical
framework for both researchers and practitioners. While the theory originated in the discipline of
education, scholars from other fields have engaged research and applications to expand and
challenge the concept of learning as transformation. This initial review of scholarly literature will
define transformative learning, discuss the concept of perspectives, and frame research that
explores how and when transformative learning happens.
Mezirow’s Transformational Learning Theory
Mezirow (2000) states that “Transformative learning refers to the process by which we
transform our taken-for-granted frames of reference (meaning perspectives, habits of mind,
mind-sets) to make them more inclusive, discriminating, open, emotionally capable of change,
and reflective so that they may generate beliefs and opinions that will prove more true or
justified to guide action” (pp. 7-8). A transformative learning experience is one through which
the learner seeks to make sense or re-frame a new experience that does not match previouslyheld understandings of the world and how the world works. Transformational learning can occur
when an assumption is challenged, when the learner has an experience that causes the learner to
pause because the new-ness of the encounter does not quite line up with expectations derived
from past knowledge and past experiences. The new experience is not just novel, but serves as a
challenge to previously constructed and understood meanings.
Mezirow (2000) suggests that perspective transformation may happen when the learner
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has a challenge and a change in a frame of reference.
A frame of reference is a “meaning perspective,” the structure of assumptions and
expectations through which we filter sense impressions. It involves cognitive, affective,
and conative dimensions. It selectively shapes and delimits perception, cognition,
feelings, and dispositions by predisposing our intentions, expectations, and purposes. It
provides the context for making meaning within which we choose what and how a
sensory experience is to be construed and/or appropriated” (p. 16, emphasis in original).
A challenge to a frame of reference forces the learner to see the experience differently and to
understand the experience differently. Mezirow distinguishes between two different components
of frames of reference: habits of mind and points of view. Habits of mind are abstract, orienting,
governing guides that serve as general principles that describe experiences, understandings, and
meanings of the world. Habits of mind become expressed as points of view. Points of view are
collections of specific and immediate beliefs, attitudes, feelings, and expectations that are formed
by our experiences of the world and how it works. Points of view may change much more readily
than habits of mind. While changes in both habits of mind and points of view can happen, this
can be a difficult process. “Our values and sense of self are anchored in our frames of reference.
They provide us with a sense of stability, coherence, community, and identity” (Mezirow, 2000,
p. 18). Expressions of alternate points of view that challenge personal beliefs and identity can be
difficult for the learner to entertain, as senses of self are deeply held and may be emotionally
charged. The goal of transformative learning is not to develop a dominant narrative that squeezes
out challenges, but rather continually to pursue more accurate, inclusive, and discriminating
perspectives.
The core of transformative learning theory is the assumption that individuals construct
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meaning through experiences and perspectives of those experiences. Individuals forecast and
develop future expectations based upon the past experiences they have had. The leading edge of
learning happens when a learner encounters a perspective that does not mesh well with or
challenges conceptions or understandings that make up the present understanding of the world.
This provides the opportunity for the learner to revise, examine, or reexamine the assumptions
that undergird understandings in an effort to make sense of the new perspectives. However, just
because a learner encounters a differing point of view does not necessarily mean that
transformation is on the horizon, that a change and a mental wrestling match will occur between
previously assumed and newly viewed perspectives. Daloz (2000) notes that “…although the
capacity to develop more adequate meaning-making frameworks is always there, transformative
learning is by no means inevitable and depends strongly on the particular environmental and
cultural forces at work in the individual’s life” (p. 104). Specific conditions or events may prime
a learner for changes in their frames of reference.
Mezirow (2000) developed his initial theory of transformational learning through
charting and chronicling the experiences of re-entry to college for women who had taken breaks
from their studies. His theory sought to make sense of the changes that accompanied these
women’s new understandings of their senses of themselves as individuals, awareness of changes
in the culture, and their different and emerging behaviors. Mezirow labeled these changes as
“perspective transformation,” and he determined that transformations were often triggered by an
incident or an event that, given specific circumstances and conditions, served as a catalyst for a
shift in the learner’s understanding of the world. These “disorienting dilemmas” may come from
many different sources, but they serve the role of shifting the comfort and confidence that the
learner has in the current understanding of the world. The learner seeks to make sense of the
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world anew, as the “disorienting” experience of something newly encountered in the world does
not align with a neatly and previously held meaning or understanding. “The disorienting
dilemma may be evoked by an eye-opening discussion, book, poem, or painting or by one’s
efforts to understand a different culture that challenges one’s presuppositions. Anomalies and
dilemmas of which old ways of knowing cannot makes sense become catalysts or ‘trigger events’
that precipitate critical reflection and transformations” (Mezirow, 1990, p. 14). Mezirow (2000)
lists the following as phases through which transformations may occur:
1. A disorienting dilemma,
2. Self-examination with feelings of fear, anger, guilt, or shame,
3. A critical assessment of assumptions,
4. Recognition that one’s discontent and the process of transformation are shared,
5. Exploration of options for new roles, relationships, and actions,
6. Planning a course of action,
7. Acquiring knowledge and skills for implementing one’s plans,
8. Provisional trying of new roles,
9. Building competence and self-confidence in new roles and relationships,
10. A reintegration into one’s life on the basis of conditions dictated by one’s new perspective.
(p. 22)
The hope of transformative learning is that the experience results in the learner being
“empowered by learning to be socially responsible, self-directed, and less dependent on false
assumptions” (Kiely, 2005, p. 7). The goals are to pursue meanings and understandings of the
world that are viable and justified, to better guide the learner in making decisions and
encouraging behaviors. This is an ongoing process, not limited to one moment or experience, but
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rather as a dynamic and continuing habit of engaging and questioning assumptions.
For Mezirow, transformative learning in adults results in learners who have learned how
to think critically for themselves, no longer reliant upon unquestioned assumptions or handeddown social perspectives. This critical self-reflection is the initial step that helps to provide an
awareness of the presuppositions upon which the learner bases beliefs. The learner who is able to
suspend judgment is able truly to engage in active reflection with others through discourse.
Discourse, in the context of Transformation Theory, is that specialized use of dialogue
devoted to searching for a common understanding of an interpretation or belief. This
involves assessing reasons advanced by weighing the supporting evidence and arguments
and by examining alternative perspectives (Mezirow, 2000, pp. 10-11).
An important element of reflection through discourse is the ability of the learner to imagine a
reality different from the one that is preconceived (Mezirow, 2009).
This critical reflection positions the learner to act upon the new insights. Transformative
learning requires that the learner act. The transformed learner is a participant in the world,
intentionally and actively engaging in a cycle of continual assessment to refine next courses of
action. “The process involves transforming frames of reference through critical reflection of
assumptions, validating contested beliefs through discourse, taking action on one’s reflective
insight, and critically assessing it” (Mezirow, 1997, p. 11). The impact of transformative learning
is a more critically valid justification of one’s thoughts, feelings, and actions.
Transformational Learning in Service-Learning and Immersive Experiences
Transformational learning and shifts in perspective transformation are often used as
starting points to describe the process and goals that many universities have for programs that
focus on student development. This is especially true for university studies abroad opportunities,
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service-learning programs, and immersion experiences. As it relates to the Opus Prize, this
literature review will focus on transformational learning in the areas of service-learning
programs and immersion experiences. Conventional service-learning programs combine
academic study or coursework with community service components (Ngai, 2006). Of particular
interest for this research were studies that have explored transformational learning through
service-learning programs and immersive experiences that mirror potential elements of Opus
Prize due diligence site visits—experiences that are of shorter duration and that may include
international engagements.
Students who dedicate months of time to participate in service-learning experiences
describe the quality of the commitments as having deep personal meaning and serving as
transformational influences. Tonkin and Quiroga (2004) interviewed 17 alumni of the
International Partnership for Service-Learning and Leadership (IPSL). This semester-long,
intentional studies abroad program includes the requirement for students to work in community
service roles, within their new communities for 15 to 20 hours each week. The alumni reflected
that the experiences transformed their understandings of service and the idea of helping others in
need. Past participants explained, “The combination of service and learning (providing
opportunities for action and reflection) allowed them to contextualize good service as related to
development and empowerment, and they contrasted that with charity” (p. 137). Many of these
alumni described the semester as a central hinge for their careers, framing their personal
timelines as pre-Partnership and post-Partnership. “The service experience became a metaphor
that later guided what they considered to be a proper and significant blending of service and
academia or service and office work” (p. 144).
Similarly, shorter-term commitments can create opportunities for personal growth and
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transformation for service-learning participants. Parker and Altman Dautoff (2007) compared the
enduring impact of international service-learning experiences with studies abroad experiences for
13 undergraduate and graduate students who participated in a 12-day program in Nicaragua.
Students’ learning was explored related to content (critical thinking, problem solving), affective
elements (self-knowledge, personal growth), and connective learning (within the cohort, as well
as connections with Nicaraguans). Students were interviewed immediately following the
experience and then four years later. While the durability of content and affective learning are
both promoted by service-learning and studies abroad experiences, Parker and Altman Dautoff
determined that connective learning is more frequently tied to service-learning experiences.
“…Respondents indicated that their strongest sense of connection came from interacting with
people from the… village during the service-learning project” (p. 47). Their research promotes
the benefits of formal and informal reflection, as well as the inclusion of free-time for students to
learn through social engagements and interactions.
An initial study abroad experience for students may serve as a catalyst for transformation
and additional, future participation in global programs. Rowan-Kenyon and Niehaus (2011)
examined the enduring impact of a short-term study abroad experience for university students
who participated in a one-week experience studying in the Czech Republic. They interviewed
program participants immediately after the conclusion of the experience and then followed up to
interview participants one year later. Some students reflected that the experience changed them
very little, while others stated that the experience had a significant and lingering impact on their
lives. Rowan-Kenyon and Niehaus concluded that students who pursued additional and related
activities upon their return from the Czech Republic were more likely to describe the week as
having a transformative and durable impact for them. As examples, these related activities
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included additional studies abroad programs, service learning trips, and internships. Mezirow’s
(2000) theory of transformative learning requires this action-after-critical reflection for an
experience accurately to be perspective transformation.
Focused academic initiatives also provide students with engagements and experiences
that have immediate impact. McLaughlin and Johnson (2006) examined the benefits of
encouraging university students to engage in curricular opportunities outside of traditional
classrooms. In research with students who studied environmental science and biology during a
three-week trip to Costa Rica, McLaughlin and Johnson determined that their students came to
see the interconnectedness of the world through the “unbuffered” context of their fieldwork (p.
76). Students reflected that the experiences of the short-term trip helped them form more
informed worldviews.
Faculty may have significant roles to play in facilitating students’ transformative
learning. Ritz (2011) noted the powerful benefit that short-term study abroad experiences offer in
helping bond faculty members with students. In her study of undergraduate and graduate students
who participated in a two-week study abroad program in Costa Rica, Ritz framed the immediate
benefit of forging emotional and social connections between faculty and students. Evening
discussions provided opportunities for faculty and students to exchange ideas, offer reflections,
and challenge learnings. Faculty were able to promote critical reflection within this safe and
comfortable space.
Hartman and Kiely (2014) articulated five themes that distinguish “global” servicelearning (GSL) from domestic service-learning opportunities: (1) GSL is committed to student
intercultural competence development, (2) GSL focuses on structural analyses, (3) GSL takes
place within a global marketization of volunteerism, (4) GSL is typically immersive, and (5)
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GSL engages the critical global civic and moral imagination. They suggest that GSL program
participants are more likely to have disruptive experiences and opportunities that cause them to
reflect on challenges to political, economic, social, cultural, and historical assumptions.
Additionally, the immersive element of most GSL programs is more likely to precipitate a
disorienting dilemma or critical incident that triggers a transformational learning opportunity.
Some domestic locations with culturally marginalized populations (e.g. indigenous nations,
geographic borders) may be considered as GSL engagements, as these populations may be
historically, culturally, and spiritually distinct.
With a growing interest to encourage university students to study abroad to gain a
perspective of the world, Perry, Stoner, and Tarrant (2012) suggested that studying abroad just
for the sake of being abroad while studying is of limited benefit. They cautioned that too many
programs with an international focus assume that personal transformations will occur because of
the shift in location. Personal transformation can occur through short-term study abroad
experiences, but this hinges on the intentional component of critical reflection to develop new
perspectives from new experiences.
In their study of undergraduate university students from the U.K. who engaged in
international fieldwork, Simm and Marvell (2015) determined that shorter-term programs have a
limited opportunity for students to experience major transformational learning. Their research
explored the transformative learning of university students from the U.K. who participated in a
required five-day field trip to Barcelona, Spain. While the trip included daily course elements
and formal learning requirements, Simm and Marvell suggested that informal learning that takes
place during free time has a powerful affective influence on students’ experiences and learning.
Students shared their reflections through daily entries in field notebooks to record experiences as
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they happened. Unstructured learning and non-reflective, receptive experiences can both occur
through immersive learning opportunities.
As much of the research in service-learning focuses attention on students doing service
work, Skilton-Sylvester and Erwin (2000) explored the experiences of those on the receiving end
of the service work. Their research with college students examined the experiences of students
who served as tutors for adult learners in their communities. The true benefits of service-learning
are anchored in the understanding of the central importance of the relationships built, as both the
person doing-service and the person being-served may need to cross borders of difference in
building the relationship. Transformational learning can occur through new understandings of
individuals and textured experiences of social structures.
Stemming from her work helping university students to engage with workers in migrant
labor camps, Madsen Camacho (2004) examined the roles that power and privilege play in
service-learning experiences. She concluded that “…while community service learning is ideally
designed to be rooted in mutuality and reciprocity between servers and served, issues of power
and privilege can create an asymmetrical relationship between both” (p. 31). She suggested that
students should have an opportunity to develop “more in-depth rapport” with a single member of
the community, and that this relationship can be developed beyond the scope and timelines of the
specific service-learning engagement (p. 32). Sustained relationships and sustained interactions
can be transformative for both servers and served. Sustained service-learning interactions allow
students to move beyond the initial discomfort they may feel and to make sense of the
disorienting experiences and encounters with otherness.
In his study of 93 university students in Hong Kong who participated in a local servicelearning program, Ngai (2006) found that students developed increased senses of personal
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autonomy and began to see themselves as agents for effective social change. In addition to
adding texture for classroom learning and increasing awareness, several students reflected their
interests in continuing service work beyond the requirements of their class commitment. Ngai
concluded that “service-learning has the capacity to transform lives, to touch the heart as well as
the mind” (p. 174).
Immersion opportunities can create deep and lasting experiences for students to connect
with other people and populations. Plante, Lackey, and Hwang (2009) found increased levels of
compassion and empathy for students who participated in immersion trips, compared to peers
who did not participate. Students who choose to participate in immersion trips may already have
higher levels of compassion, but research suggested a compassion boost among those students.
Students who participated in the immersion trips reported lower levels of stress than did nonparticipants. “During immersion experiences, participants spend a great deal of time in
developing areas with others who are suffering from poverty, violence, natural disasters, and
disease” (p. 41). Immersion trip participants may better handle and cope with future stresses as
they reflect and remember the more urgent stressors that are parts of the daily lives for those they
encountered during the immersion experience.
In their research of four short-term immersion programs domestically and internationally,
Jones, Rowan-Kenyon, Ireland, Niehaus, and Skendall (2012) explored the nature of context and
affirmed the transformational importance of personal connections with members of the
communities that were visited. Students chose to participate in diverse programs where they
engaged with patients with AIDS, worked with an inner-city homeless population, pursued a
cultural and leadership program, or performed direct service work. “Students commented that
getting to know people and learning from them in a few days definitely changed their lives” (p.
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209). As these encounters helped to breakdown previously-held and inaccurate or limited
stereotypes of others and populations, students reflected that they also developed new
understandings of themselves. It was important for students physically to leave the familiar
campus surroundings to encounter challenges that forced them to reframe and reflect upon their
assumptions. Because of the nature of these immersion trips, students reflected that they
expected to encounter disorienting dilemmas. This research affirms the importance of
intentionally selecting sites for short-term immersion experiences.
Developing an Emerging Global Consciousness
In a sequence of studies exploring transformation through international service-learning
experiences, Kiely (2004, 2005) examined the long-term impact in the lives of university
students following participation in a one month, six academic credits immersion program. In his
longitudinal studies of 22 undergraduate students, Kiely explored the long-term impact of
students’ perspective transformations and subsequent influences on students’ future decisions
and actions. The service-learning program had a strong social justice orientation, as participating
students spent the month of January in a community in Nicaragua that consistently experiences
significant poverty. “The central premise underlying the program’s service learning theory is that
experiential dissonance combined with critical reflection and deeper connections with
community through service-learning activities will lead to profound changes in students’
worldviews” (Kiely, 2004, p. 8).
Kiely (2004) described the “emerging global consciousness” in participants as they
experienced perspective transformations (p. 9). He channeled this development into three
categories: (1) envisioning, (2) transforming forms, and (3) chameleon complex. Envisioning
refers to students experiencing a shift in their perspectives and the subsequent imagining of how
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they will live life differently upon their returns home. This followed from the connections that
students made during their successful collaborations with Nicaraguans, as the students embraced
the possibility of creating an alternate and improved reality at home. Transforming forms
describes shifts in students’ worldviews resulting from their participation in this international
service-learning experience. Kiely separates these shifts into six categories of forms: political
(social responsibility and citizenship), moral (mutual respect and solidarity), intellectual (critical
evaluation of structures), cultural (social values and dominant norms), personal (self-concept and
relationships), and spiritual (pursuing purpose, harmony). Kiely reported that every student
experienced a transformation in at least one of these six categories. Chameleon complex is
Kiely’s term to describe the difficulties that students had upon their returns from Nicaragua as
they struggled to act upon their transforming forms, struggles to create the new reality that they
were envisioning. “Chameleon complex represents the internal struggle between conforming to,
and resisting, dominant norms, rituals, and practices in the United States” (p. 15). Kiely
determined that students are often motivated and intended to pursue action in accord with their
newly-transformed perspectives, but this often included internal tension and external constraints.
“Chameleon complex depicts students ongoing struggle to translate their perspective
transformation into meaningful action” (p. 16). A student’s experiences of transformation in
worldviews does not necessarily guarantee that the student will choose to act in that direction or
be successful in driving change.
Kiely concludes that international service-learning programs have an ethical
responsibility to monitor the reality that students cannot un-see elements of these highly textured
experiences. Participation in programs like the month-long Nicaragua immersion may critically
impact some of the previously constructed and taken-for-granted assumptions that governed their
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pre-trip realities. This may cause strong cognitive, emotional, and visceral responses in students.
He cautioned that “…service-learning educators who have ‘transformative intentions’ need to
recognize the long-term struggle inherent in the nature of transformational learning” (p. 18).
A Transformational Service-Learning Process Model
Through study abroad programs and service-learning opportunities, students may
experience perspective transformation. Kiely (2005) suggested a theoretical framework to
explain how students experience the process of transformational learning. Engaged with the
same international service-learning program experience for undergraduate students traveling to
Nicaragua, Kiely’s study used a case study design to focus on students’ cognitive, emotional, and
physical responses to key events, locations, service work, and social engagements.
Kiely’s Transformational Service-Learning Process Model (2005) includes five themes:
(1) contextual border crossing, (2) dissonance, (3) personalizing, (4) processing, and (5)
connecting. Contextual border crossing includes the filters through which students engage with
and experience the possibilities of transformational learning. These include filtering frames that
are personal (students’ “biographical baggage,” personal assumptions), structural (social,
economic, political, and historic elements that inform students’ worldviews), historical (countryspecific and cultural realities outside students’ control), and programmatic (the structure, themes,
and foci of the service-learning experience).
In exploring the challenges to existing assumptions and frames of reference that students
may experience in service-learning engagements, Kiely (2005) examined the multifaceted role
that this dissonance plays for students in the transformational learning process. Students’
experiences of dissonance vary by type, intensity, and duration. Data indicated that students may
experience disharmony and incongruence in their perspectives through types of dissonance that
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challenge students’ understandings of the world that are “historical, environmental, physical,
economic, political, cultural, spiritual, social, communicative, and technical” (p. 11). Differences
emerged between experiences of low- and high-intensity dissonance. Dissonance of a lower
intensity requires students to adapt and adjust to more immediate concerns, often managed by
learning a new skill and building upon existing knowledge. Low-intensity dissonance may be
resolved or dissipate over time. High-intensity dissonance might occur through a first encounter
with extreme poverty, stories of human despair, and persisting disease and health concerns.
High-intensity dissonance may lead to emotional confusion as students grapple with the need to
reexamine their assumptions and existing understandings of the world and how it works.
“Reflection on existing knowledge is not enough to effectively address and manage the
contradictions in intense forms of dissonance” (p. 11). This confusion and these struggles
remained with students beyond the end of their service-learning commitments and may have
enduring, longer-term impacts on their lives. “High-intensity dissonance connected to social and
economic disparities cannot be reconciled through reflection or participation in service work
alone and remains with students long after returning to the U.S. in ways that affect their
worldview, relationships, lifestyle, and consumption habits” (p. 11).
As contextual border crossing and dissonance describe what and through which process
students experience transformational learning, the themes of personalizing, processing, and
connecting describe how students transform. Personalizing refers to the visceral and emotional
responses that students have as individuals as they begin to see and experience the world
differently, as their pre-conceived assumptions are challenged, and as previously abstract
understandings of issues like poverty and suffering become texturized by human faces and
personal encounters. Each student responds differently, based upon the personal “biographical
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baggage” and contextual borders that the student crosses. Processing refers to the cognitive
elements of transformational learning, as students explore and grapple with their assumptions
through activities that are rational, reflective, and in conversation with others. As examples,
processing may take the forms of daily reflections, classes, public presentations, personal
journals, and reading. Connecting refers to the affective dimension of transformational learning,
as students learn to understand and empathize through relationships. Connecting happens
through non-reflective engagements, such as sensing, sharing, participating, listening, and
intuiting. Kiely (2005) notes that students learned about Nicaragua and about Nicaraguans by
listening to Nicaraguans’ stories. “Informal interactions led students to develop deeper
relationships and empathize with the struggles of many Nicaraguans and their fellow students”
(p. 14).
Kiely (2005) concluded that transformational learning is more likely to occur and to
endure into the future if the structure of service-learning experiences includes intentional
opportunities for students to engage in both reflective and non-reflective learning processes with
their peers, with participating faculty members, and with members of the community within
which the service is located. As students grapple with the experiences of high-intensity
dissonance they encountered during their service-learning engagements, the non-reflective
learning processes of personalizing and connecting should be understood as complements to the
cognitive and rational elements of processing. The addition of these emotional and visceral
aspects in the learning process supports and builds upon Mezirow’s transformational learning
theory (2000) that includes the required element of critical reflection as the engine to foster
transformational learning. Data confirmed that personal encounters and direct interactions with
members of the communities being served were strong predictors of perspective transformation.
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“Importantly, the data from this study indicate that affective learning combined with critical
reflection provides a key integrative link to understand how students experience transformational
learning over time” (Kiely, 2005, p. 17).
Summary
Chapter Two provided an introduction to the lens of Mezirow’s transformative learning
theory and included a description of the relevant literature related to international servicelearning programs and related immersive experiences targeting university student development.
Previous research has shown that university students may experience disorienting dilemmas
through participation in programs that occur in domestic and international locations, short-term
engagements and longer-term commitments, through academic study abroad and through nonacademic engagements, and other intentionally crafted and focused opportunities. The personal
interactions that students have with individuals and the communities that they visit contribute
additional texture to students’ experiences of people, social issues, and physical geography.
Faculty, family members, other student participants, and program directors can each serve in
roles to promote processes of reflection while accompanying students during and after their
experiences. Through reflection and processing of their unvarnished experiences in the world,
students may shift and adjust their perspectives, resulting in personal transformation. Students
who have transformed act differently upon their more informed perspectives, as their memories
and experiences endure and influence future decisions and behaviors.
This previous research cited has shown that other programs offer transformative
experiences for student participants. The Opus Prize Foundation intentionally seeks to transform
the lives of the university students who participate in the process for selecting and honoring
finalists for the annual Opus Prize awards. The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore
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the research gap and to determine whether participation in the Opus Prize program five years ago
was a transformative experience for university students.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
The research design for this study began as a phenomenological exploration of the nature
of university students’ experiences and transformation through participation in a unique
philanthropic initiative. However, as the participants’ interviews were conducted, transcribed,
and coded, it became clear that each participant’s experience was best understood by maintaining
the integrity of each coherent narrative. The methodological design for the structure of this
research was that of a phenomenological exploration of the unique experiences that a cohort of
university students had; the nature of the stories and the participants’ holistic journeys required
that the methodological analyses of data included tools from narrative research that captured
students’ enduring and personal development over time, rather than seeking to break apart
individuals’ stories to distill out common elements that occurred during uncommon, personal
experiences. As transformative learning includes the expectation that individuals become more
empowered, more self-directed, and less dependent on assumed understandings (Kiely, 2005),
this study describes the nature of participating students’ movements, reflected changes, and the
durability over time of their beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors.
The foci for this research study were the experiences that a specific group of university
students (“student ambassadors”) had through their participation in the selection and celebration
of the Opus Prize. Student ambassadors’ reflections on their participation were sought with the
aim to provide an analysis of the themes and structures that contained and supported their
personal understandings of the Opus Prize experience. This is the intention and design of
phenomenological research methodologies. “The human scientist determines the underlying
structures of an experience by interpreting the originally given descriptions of the situation in
which the experience occurs” (Moustakas, 1994, p. 13). In phenomenological research,
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participants’ descriptions of their experiences are not interpreted, but rather research data are
organized and synthesized into a logical sequence to reflect individuals’ experiences of the
essential elements of a phenomenon. As additional participants’ reflections are organized and
synthesized, the true essence of a particular experience will emerge as multiple voices and
perspectives name and articulate the meanings that individuals make from their experiences of
the phenomenon. The research design for this study was as a phenomenological exploration.
“The aim is to determine what an experience means for the persons who have had the experience
and are able to provide a comprehensive description of it” (Moustakas, 1994, p. 13).
In conducting phenomenological research, Creswell and Poth (2018) support the
approach articulated by Moustakas (1994) as a systematic protocol for collecting and describing
data. The highly structured approach for analyzing data described by Moustakas is suggested as
helpful for new and inexperienced researchers. Moustakas frames research methodology into
three categories: preparation, collecting data, and organizing and analyzing data.
Methods of Preparation
The purpose of this qualitative study was to describe transformative components of
learning experiences for university students who participated in a philanthropic universitycommunity partnership. The outcomes of this study and exploration have contributed data to the
growing interests that universities have in creating engagements with their off-campus
communities, and at the same time provided the first detailed analysis of the impact and
influence of this particular philanthropic initiative.
This phenomenological research explored the notion of transformation in the lives of the
students who participated in specific elements of the Opus Prize when it was hosted on their
university campus. Mezirow and Associates (1990) defined transformative learning as “the
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process of learning through critical self-reflection, which results in the reformulation of a
meaning perspective to allow a more inclusive, discriminating, and integrative understanding of
one’s own experience. Learning includes acting on these insights” (p. xvi). This research
explored whether or not student ambassadors’ experiences have resulted in them expanding their
frames of reference to become more inclusive, discriminating, integrative, and able to change,
while at the same time, the research sought to determine which elements of the experience
encouraged the development of filters that help participants to discriminate and evaluate their
world now. In examining the what and how of student ambassadors’ experiences, this study
explored and described their experiences of transformation as a result of participation in the
opportunity of the Opus Prize program.
Locating and Selecting Research Participants
Students who had the maximum exposure and involvement with the Opus Prize served as
research participants in this study. Each university that hosts the Opus Prize selects six or more
of its students to participate in site visits to witness the work and impact of finalists who are
under consideration for the awards. These due diligence site visits are intended to bring these
student ambassadors into direct contact with the individuals who embody the qualities of the
Opus Prize Foundation, as well as the people and communities that they serve. In naming this
extended participation as the essential criterion for potential inclusion as a research participant,
each of the students selected as participants for this study experienced the opportunity to
transform through their extended and full engagement with the Opus Prize program.
Specific participants for this study were selected through a criterion, homogeneous
sampling technique. The one criterion was past involvement as an Opus Prize student
ambassador—those students who participated in due diligence site visits during their university’s
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selecting and hosting of the Opus Prize. As student ambassadors, the research participants had a
deeper, longer, and more specific experience of the Opus Prize than did other students on their
campus who did not participate in site visits.
The sampling technique was homogeneous, in that only student ambassadors from within
one university cohort were included. This decision to limit the participants to one university
stemmed from the interest in controlling for the culture of each specific, university community.
A number of institutional factors may have varied in the processes host universities used in their
strategy for selecting student ambassadors, preparing these students for site visits, facilitating
post-site visit reflection for students, and executing elements of the campus’s Opus Prize Week
celebration. Campus culture and institution-specific influences can inform and impact the depth
and variety of university programming available and predict the likelihood of students pursuing
participation in specific activities, such as community service commitments and volunteer
engagements (Cruce & Moore, 2007).
Prior to this study, relationships were cultivated with professional colleagues at five
universities that had hosted the Opus Prize when it was on their campuses in previous years. For
this study, one of these universities was selected, and the cohort of seven student ambassadors
from that university were narrowed as the participants to interview. The gatekeeper to these
research participants was the colleague who directed the Opus Prize when it was hosted at that
particular university. This gatekeeper facilitated personal introductions to the prospective
participants. This initial contact with past student ambassadors articulated the purpose of this
specific research. Each prospective research participant was asked to consider participating in an
interview about past Opus Prize experiences. Included with the introduction was an informed
consent agreement.
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Interview Questions
Creswell and Poth (2018) distill Moustakas’ (1994) general interview guide and suggest
two broad questions to begin an interview as part of a phenomenological investigation: “What
have you experienced in terms of the phenomenon? What contexts or situations have typically
influenced or affected your experiences of the phenomenon?” (p. 79). Additional open-ended
questions were included to secure participants’ descriptions and reflections of the texture,
structures, and reflections of their experiences through the Opus Prize program.
Validation of Additional Interview Questions
To determine appropriate and valid interview questions, instrument feedback was sought
from experts who had significant experience with the Opus Prize, but who did not participate in
data collection interviews for this study. These experts included three past Opus Prize student
ambassadors and one past Opus Prize faculty ambassador who traveled on due diligence site
visits with another university. Interview questions were reviewed and refined by these experts to
provide feedback on the face validity of the interview questions, as well as the design of the
interview. Following this instrument feedback, the interview protocol and questions were piloted
with two university student who had participated in similar, short-term immersion experiences.
This pilot of the interview with similar student participants was done to confirm that the
interview procedures were clear and understandable and that the interview questions were
appropriate. The goal of the refinement of interview questions was to result in an interview script
of five to seven questions, as recommended by Creswell and Poth (2018). The final script for the
interview included 10 questions.
Conduct of Interviews
All seven members of this cohort of student ambassadors agreed to participate in this
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study and to engage in individual interviews about their Opus Prize experiences and reflections.
Each student ambassador was asked to engage in a semi-structured interview, conducted inperson when possible and via telephone when distance was prohibitive. One interview was
conducted face-to-face; six interviews were conducted via telephone. Interview questions were
shared with participants in advance of the interview. Participants were asked to address the
research questions specifically and to expand their reflections upon the experience of their
participation in the selection and celebration of the Opus Prize.
All seven interviews were conducted in adherence to ethical standards of research with
human subjects. With the expressed permission of the participants, the interviews were recorded
for subsequent transcription. The seven interviews resulted in five hours and 15 minutes of
recorded dialogue; the shortest interview was 25 minutes, the longest was 79 minutes.
Recordings of the interviews and the text of interview transcriptions were catalogued and stored
within a password-protected media storage vault. Following transcription of interview data and
before the analysis of interview data, research participants were encouraged to engage in an
initial process of member checking to review the full transcripts of their interviews for accuracy
and precision of language. Fully transcribed interviews were e-mailed to participants, asking for
corrections and endorsement of the accuracy of language from the initial, recorded interview. A
second round of member checking was conducted later in the research protocol, and this will be
described at the bottom of the next section.
Organization and Analysis of Data
Following the transcription of interview data, Moustakas (1994) notes the necessity of
“horizonalizing the data and regarding every horizon or statement relevant to the topic and
question as having equal value” (p. 118). After the initial process of member checking verbatim
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transcripts, a round of first cycle coding was completed (Saldaña, 2016), specifically identifying
“significant statements” (Creswell & Poth, 2018, p. 201) that included information necessary and
sufficient for understanding the participants’ experiences. A primary goal of this initial grouping
was to determine a list of non-repetitive and precise statements that would later be grouped
together into coherent and connected clusters.
Saldaña (2016) expresses his personal preference to collect data prior to determining
which specific coding method would best help to organize and prepare the data for analysis.
Following the first round of participants serving to member check the transcripts of their
individual interviews, an in vivo coding strategy was used to begin to capture and frame the
specific and powerful reflections that were contributed by the research participants. It became
very clear that each research participant had a unique personal story and complex Opus Prize
journey. After consultation with the dissertation chair, an approach from narrative inquiry was
included as a research tool for analyzing the transcript data. “The phrase experiencing the
experience is a reminder that for us narrative inquiry is aimed at understanding and making
meaning of experience” (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 80, emphasis in original). This was
conducted with the interest in maintaining the integrity of each participant’s story, as personal
development and potential transformation were themes that began to emerge with the passage of
time.
Clandinin and Connelly (2000) suggest a three-dimensional space approach to analyze
data from key perspectives. The three dimensions through which to analyze data are interaction,
situation, and continuity. Interaction includes those elements of both personal and social
importance. Situation refers to the physical spaces and places within the narrative. Continuity
offers a temporal lens for analyses, including past, present, and future elements of stories and
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experiences that are shared. The inclusion of this tool from narrative inquiry and the lenses of
interaction, situation, and continuity led to the use of the process of restorying to encapsulate the
participants’ narratives in ways that made more coherent sense (Creswell & Poth, 2018).
After including pseudonyms for each of the research participant in their stories, a second
round of member checking was conducted with the participants. These collaborative exchanges
helped to honor each student ambassador’s story while seeking to elicit from each participant the
specific and general themes that they determined to be of most significant importance.
Maintaining a focus on the phenomenology of the Opus Prize experience helped to
identify and develop descriptions of some of the common structures of the Opus Prize site visits,
in addition to describing opportunities for personal reflection and social encounters that may be
available to future student ambassadors. The textural reflections from student ambassadors were
grouped into composite descriptions of these foundational elements that create the architecture of
the Opus Prize program. This phenomenological focus helped to determine the essential themes
that are parts of the opportunity in being an Opus Prize student ambassador. However, it was the
complementary inclusion of the three-dimensional approach from narrative inquiry that
permitted the movement of the individual student ambassadors through their stories—from the
past, into the present, and dreaming into their futures.
Summary
This chapter provided a detailed outline of the methods used to identify participants for
the research study, the schedule for determining appropriate interview questions, and the defined
protocol for gathering and analyzing data. Seven past Opus Prize student ambassadors were
invited and all seven agreed to participate in this research. The interview questions and interview
protocol were piloted in advance of the study with appropriate experts. Tools from
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phenomenological research and narrative inquiry were used to collect and analyze the
participants’ personal stories. As this research explored the elements and memories from the
Opus Prize experience that had a transformative influence and endured over time, the threedimensional space approach from narrative research was especially helpful in guiding the
restorying of the research participants’ personal stories.
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Chapter 4: The Opus Prize Experience
Introduction
Through the intentional design, protocol, and goals of the Opus Prize program to include
university students in the selection and celebration of finalists for the Opus Prize, a small cohort
of students each year travels to specific domestic or international locations, are granted
privileged access to meet vulnerable populations, and participate in unique encounters with
inspiring individuals. The cohort of seven students serving as participants for this research study
was divided into three delegations. Each delegation of student ambassadors was accompanied by
a faculty member or two from the university, the Executive Director of the Opus Prize
Foundation, a member of the Board of Directors of the Opus Prize Foundation, and a
photographer hired by the Opus Prize Foundation. The research participants for this study and
important biographical identifiers are shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Research Participants, Former Opus Prize Student Ambassadors
Site Visit
Year at
Participant Location
Gender
University
Area of Study
Adam
Asia
Male
Sophomore Business
Beth
Asia
Female
Senior
Psychology, History
Clark
U.S.
Male
Junior
Biology
Diane
U.S.
Female
3L
Law School
Emily
U.S.
Female
Senior
Business (Finance, Human Resources)
Fiona
SE Asia
Female
Senior
Sociology, Religious Studies
Grace
SE Asia
Female
Senior
Nursing

To provide a layer of confidentiality, each of the student ambassadors serving as
participants for this study was assigned a pseudonym. Adam and Beth traveled together to the
location of an Opus Prize finalist in Asia. Clark, Diane, and Emily were part of a delegation that
visited the community of an Opus Prize finalist within the United States. Fiona and Grace made
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their site visit to an Opus Prize finalist whose community and organization are located within a
different country in Southeast Asia. All three delegations made their due diligence site visits
within the same two to three months timespan. Their site visits were made five years prior to the
dates when they participated in interviews for this research study. These are their stories, their
reflections, and their journeys. Following the presentation of their narratives is a discussion of
the common and distinct themes that emerged from the participants’ stories and experiences.
Adam’s Opus Prize Narrative
“I always felt humanitarian at heart. So, I wanted to figure out where I could go with that.
Social entrepreneurship was the logical introduction to this new world of possibilities. And,
Opus was really what got me there.”
Adam applied to become an Opus Prize student ambassador during the fall of his first
year of college. He had previous international experiences, having participated in a home stay
program in Costa Rica prior to beginning high school, and he knew that he wanted to participate
in a study abroad program in college. Through a discussion with a member of his college’s
admissions department, Adam learned of the opportunity to apply to participate as a student
ambassador with the Opus Prize program. After the long and intense application and interview
process, the Opus Prize ambassadors were only told in general terms the continent to which they
would travel. After the initial meeting with the Executive Director of the Opus Prize Foundation,
Adam was finally told exactly where he would be traveling. Adam knew that this would not be
the same as a traditional study abroad program. Adam reflected, “I didn’t want it just to be about
me. I wanted to go there and be very intentional that this is about the finalist, and I’m here as a
student and outside voice with outside perspective to try to understand the incredible work that’s
happening here. This isn’t about my personal development. This isn’t about who I am.”
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Once he was told where he was going, Adam did all that he could to learn about the
organization, location, and specific persisting social issue that the Opus Prize finalist was
working to combat. For this particular Opus Prize site visit, the issue included a system of
oppression that treated members of lower classes as subhuman and left to perform work that was
inhumane and dangerous. Reflecting upon the moment when he began to forecast what he might
encounter on his site visit, Adam commented:
It gives me chills thinking about it now. I remember feeling viscerally sick to my stomach
when I was learning that this is something that human beings are asked to do, you
know… And, so I was like “Holy… What have I gotten myself into here? How am I
going to process this?” You know, it’s one thing to read it on a screen, to see pictures of
someone who… this is their livelihood. But it’s a whole other thing to travel halfway
around the world to meet these people face-to-face. And so, I was scared, but I knew that,
based on that initial research, I really wanted to do this trip justice and prepare myself
mentally and psychologically to experience that.
The physical landscape of the city they visited and the sensory stimuli within the
community framed the scene in which Adam spent his four days making the site visit. It was an
overwhelming four days. The stories they heard and personal encounters they experienced had
affective weight. This was combined with the intense environmental context in which the stories
were told.
So, then when you were driving through the streets or walking through the streets, it felt
oppressive. You had the heat and the smells and the exhaust and just the body odor, and
there were so many people squeezed in there due to the construction of the city. So, it felt
oppressive. [In comparison to other international places he had been] there are certain
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elements that might have been similar, the kind of haphazardness of a slum, the heat...
But, there was a unique quality to the place that really colored it for me.
The location of the hotel where Adam and his delegation stayed provided immediate
awareness of differences from home, as well as different norms within the city they were
visiting. While the hotel might have been an urban oasis set aside for sleep and recharging one’s
energy each night, the juxtaposition with the neighborhood’s abject poverty made it a
complicated place to feel truly restful.
We walked literally two minutes, and we were walking across the bridge with these
beautiful mosaics… blue and red and white and yellow patterns on them, and they were
head high. But, when you were on the sidewalk which is a little elevated, you could look
over the wall, and I saw on the riverbank this giant expanse of tents and slums. You
know, I was like, “Who lives there?” And, those were the slums [of the community where
the Opus Prize finalist worked]. And, it struck me afterwards looking at that photo,
realizing, anyone who is driving on that bridge only sees the beautiful mosaic. The
undesirable parts of society were hidden behind the façade. Even though they were in
plain sight, next to the river. And, that was really interesting to me. The feeling of it
being kind of walled off. The contrasts… And, I still remember, I’ve never been to a
place where there’s been such a contrast where the rich live right next to the poor.
Adam reflected that every moment outside of his hotel room layered experience upon
experience and texture upon texture. Each day was a series of sensory inputs from sights and
sounds and smells, as well as affective inputs from personal encounters and social interactions.
He recalled a visit to a neighborhood to be with members of the community in their homes.
It was just incredibly powerful, and it was like as soon as one experience was done, and I
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thought that it couldn’t get any more powerful, we would go on to the next one, and it
was like just another wave of emotion and disgust and anger and, just I couldn’t
understand how this could possibly be anyone’s reality. Yeah. That was just a taste of
what that was. It was only four days. How is it that here, five years later, and I mean it
takes my breath away. It literally leaves me speechless in trying to recount what that
experience was. That blows my mind still.
The short duration of four days for the site visit and the limited access as visitors were
both seen and understood as practical limits to the depth of the immersion experience. Meeting
their hosts and putting faces to the stories and system did change Adam’s previous
understandings from lessons in school about the community and society that he visited. While
the Opus Prize delegation was invited to enter into texturized, personal encounters with the
community of the Opus Prize finalist, Adam was aware that his site visit provided merely a
snapshot of the life and reality of those who live there. “I don’t pretend to understand [the
country] now. How could I?... I’ve only visited this little place and only for a couple of days. But
when I was there, I was in that community. I was committed to understanding what these
problems were for the specific group, and I do understand that… And, that was only possible
because of those people that I met.”
Adam spent significant time with the Opus Prize finalist who was the director of the
organization they were visiting. The Opus Prize finalist and his story were inspiring and created
an impact that has endured in Adam’s memory. Adam reflected:
[The Opus Prize finalist] had been leading [his organization] for, I think at that point, like
close to 20 years or something. It was incredible. I mean, I don’t know how he didn’t
burn out. You know, and the only thing I could come up with was that this was his
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community. How could he possibly give up? You know, this was just as much about
saving himself, as it was about saving the next generation. Because he could have easily
been one of those kids. And, every single time when we met with him, he had the biggest
smile on his face, and it was like it wasn’t a chore. He was pure joy.
It was evident to Adam that every member of the Opus Prize delegation prepared
differently for the site visit experience and that each person had different ways of coping with the
waves of emotion and sensory stimuli that continued to flood their days. Some members of the
delegation preferred humorous attempts to keep the intensity of the experiences at more
comfortable distances, while others seemed to pursue escapist activities to remove themselves
from the constancy and intensity of the encounters. Neither of these were options available to
Adam. “For me, I had to dive into it. I had to feel it fully, and then deal with the consequences
later, because, I don’t know, it’s just how I live, I guess.” This caused feelings of isolation from
the group for Adam, as he felt frustrated and alone in struggling with the perceptions and
understandings he was forming. He struggled to process how others could not feel as emotionally
moved as he was feeling. During a private discussion with the Executive Director of the Opus
Prize Foundation, Adam recalls the important counseling and wisdom that he received.
He told me “[Adam] you can’t control what they’re doing. All you can do is control what
you feel and where you go, what you do with this information.” And we had a great
heart-to-heart… So, that was part of the way that individuals and personal encounters
contributed to what I learned. I learned that I cannot control how people take these sorts
of things. All I can control is what I do with what I’m seeing and what I’m feeling, and
channeling it into something positive was exactly what [the Executive Director] taught
me to do in that moment.
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After the initial shock wore off from what he was seeing and experiencing, Adam
described becoming angry and appalled at the conditions they saw. “It’s just unreal. So, I could
barely wrap my mind around what this life was.” The series of compelling personal encounters
with the community of the Opus Prize finalist, the exhaustion of feeling disconnected from the
other members of his delegation, and the overwhelming dismay at the appalling environment in
which he was immersed as a visitor created a moral crisis for Adam.
This was probably the most powerful emotion that I had at the end of the trip: why did
these people live here, and I live back where I was from? What divine reason was there
for me to be born in the lap of luxury instead of being [in the community where the Opus
Prize finalist works]? There was no reason. To me it was completely unfair. Utterly and
completely, and I couldn’t deal with that. That lingered on for months. I think I wrote
some blog posts about just feeling utterly devastated, guilty for having these
opportunities that would never be afforded to these people. I felt like I was going to be
here for four days, I was meeting all these people, and then our lives would only grow
further and further apart. There was very little possibility for them to even get close to
what I would be able to do with my life. And what kind of justice is that? So, I was... I
was a mess.
During the days of the site visit, Adam found relief in cathartic opportunities to create
video recordings and written journals as unfiltered “brain dumps” and reflections each evening.
“I needed to, honestly, I couldn’t just keep it in.” Adam indicated that the strong bond with the
Executive Director during the site visit continued to be a source of support beyond the end of
their shared travel experience. Upon their return from the site visit, Adam tried talking with
family, friends, and others about his Opus Prize encounters and experiences, but these, too, were
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isolating conversations.
How do you communicate these things to a person who hasn’t seen them or hasn’t smelt
them or hasn’t had it staring them in the face? I don’t think you can. And, that was hard
for me to handle. But, you channel it. You know, ultimately, it’s not going away. You
can’t just ignore it, at least I can’t. And, instead, I decided, this is something that I need to
put it into something. I can’t just keep it inside… So, I kind of invested myself working
with [the translator] as the primary way of feeling like it wasn’t just a one-off thing or
like it was some parentheses in my life, to make it feel like it was a little bit more
integrated with who I am and where I was going.
Upon his return to his college, Adam poured himself into one relationship that he started
during his short, four days site visit experience. During the site visit, Adam enjoyed many short
conversations with one of the members of the community who had served as a translator during
the site visit. At one point, Adam heard the translator publicly share parts of his difficult personal
and family story, as well as his biggest dream—to go to the United States to earn his Ph.D., with
the intention of returning home to further serve his community. This personal encounter was a
critical pivot point for Adam, for his Opus Prize experience, and for the translator. “But before
we left, I called him, and I said, ‘I want to say goodbye to you.’ And, when we said goodbye, I
told him, ‘I’m going to get you to the States.’” Adam spent the next two years corresponding
with the translator he met during the site visit, exploring possible graduate programs and piecing
together scholarship funding and donor support to make the translator’s dream of attending
graduate school in the U.S. a reality. With pride, Adam reflected on this element of the legacy of
his Opus Prize experience and of his college’s commitment:
You know, 30 years from now when we look back, we’ll have an alum who is from this
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community, who, by the way, will be the first member of [his community] of like
600,000 people to ever go to the U.S. for college. First ever! What kind of precedent is
that going to set?! And, how much better will he be able to work for that community than
any of us will?! Any of us who went and saw this?! And so, we kept at it. And, he got to
[his U.S. college] in 2015. And, he’s there right now, finishing up his master’s and
getting ready to apply for Ph.D. programs. And so, the seed that was planted on the trip...
talking to the translator. It’s creating ripples, and it’s only the start.
The encounters and experiences that Adam had as an Opus Prize ambassador served as
catalysts for the remainder of his college experience, calling him to action. As Adam made his
Opus Prize site visit at the end of his first year of college, he had three additional years to explore
curricular and co-curricular engagements offered by and through his college.
I came back feeling like I had to justify why I had these opportunities. Why was I going
to a school that cost more than any of these people would ever make in their lives? Why
was I blessed with the international experiences that I had before even going here? What
did I owe to the world? How could I justify having these opportunities? And so, out of
that I committed myself to continue engaging with social justice issues, wherever they
may be.
These textured experiences inspired Adam to study and learn much more about the field
of social entrepreneurship, and it promoted a passion to continue engaging with other
underdeveloped parts of the world. The next summer, Adam served in an internship in Haiti,
working with a social enterprise for three months. While working in Haiti, Adam even reached
out to a previous year’s Opus Prize finalist whose work is in Haiti. Three weeks after finishing
his summer internship in Haiti, Adam participated in a study abroad program in Cameroon.
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“That was another way of continuing to engage in this. I knew that my life experience growing
up was not normal. I wanted to be around more people who could help ground me in what was
normal. Or more normal in the world, you know globally speaking.”
As a means of learning everything he possibly could about social entrepreneurship, Adam
contacted a world expert in advance of his planned travels to Haiti and Cameroon.
I reached out to a professor of social entrepreneurship at Oxford named Alex Nicholls, he
runs the Skoll Centre for Social Entrepreneurship there. And, I asked him if he had any
research that I could help him out with. I was going to Haiti and Cameroon, and I could
do any work that he needed me to while I was there. He was like “Yeah, actually. I’m
working on a book on the politics of social entrepreneurship. If you’re interested, I’d love
to have you conduct interviews with social entrepreneurs in these areas and understand
what’s going on in these contexts.” And I was like, “Absolutely!” So, I wrote up two
reports: a 35 page, single-spaced report for Haiti and an 82 page, double-spaced report for
Cameroon.
Adam laughed, noting that when he returned from Haiti and Cameroon, he was known on
campus as “the social entrepreneurship guy.” He was supported by his college to attend and
participate in Ashoka U Exchange in Maryland with other students and professionals who are
committed to become change makers. Adam returned from the conference with a full proposal to
encourage his college to develop a “center for entrepreneurship or some type of commitment to
having a social change.” He was not successful in securing institutional funding for this
initiative. The next year, he was successful in recruiting campus leaders and starting on campus a
social entrepreneurship club, but this fizzled out after a year of work. “So, there were good
lessons there, too. It was like ‘Okay, just because there’s an interest here and social entrepreneurs
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are changing the world doesn’t mean that I can necessarily get everything translated into [his
college’s] local environment and context.’” After graduation, Adam continued his commitments
and passion for impacting the world for the better beyond his own neighborhoods. Five years
after having made his Opus Prize site visit, Adam is currently in graduate school studying
culture, power, and sustainability at a university in Europe.
In reflecting upon the arc of his experiences of the Opus Prize and the influence on his
personal beliefs, Adam noted:
I walked away feeling like I could change the world. These individuals were doing such
incredible work. Obviously not alone, but they were like... They were the fuel. You
know, if you didn’t have [any of the three Opus Prize finalists] ... You needed to have
somebody who could inspire action. Someone who could see beyond where things were
and will something into existence. And, that visionary, long-term dreamer, you know, I
identified with that very closely. I still do, just not necessarily, exclusively in the
language of social entrepreneurship now.
One of the most valuable parts of the entire experience with the Opus Prize has been the
commitment and work with the translator. Adam has set a blueprint for passionate commitment
beyond the site visit. “I’ve talked with [the Executive Director] about it. He was like ‘This is
exactly the kind of thing we would like to see from more students who have gone on these trips,
to translate it into some sort of continued engagement with these communities.’” Adam is proud
of his college for continuing relationships with the three Opus Prize finalists and for maintaining
commitments through sending volunteers to work and exploring student exchange opportunities.
The inspirational opportunity of the site visit and the personal witness of the Opus Prize
finalist as a moral exemplar both guided Adam through the rest of his undergraduate studies and
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have provided enduring focus and energy for Adam as he writes his story. Adam now knows
others who are committed to pursue and achieve long-term, sustainable change for the good, and
so too, now, is he.
They were about changing a system and leveraging the power of an individual or an
organization to create social change. It wasn’t just about helping this one, this one
community, or these 40 communities. They wanted to obliterate the [historical and
existing, unjust system of oppression]. And, that’s where they wanted to go. That vision
is going to power them for as long as it takes. That’s the vision that [the translator]
shares, and if you talk to [the Opus Prize finalist], now that’s what he’ll tell you. The
work isn’t done when we get these kids into school and when we get these women
working in businesses and when elect our politicians. It’s when the whole system is
changed and when justice is done.
Beth’s Opus Prize Narrative
Beth travelled as a member of the same site visit delegation as Adam. Prior to making her
Opus Prize due diligence site visit as an Opus Prize student ambassador five years ago, Beth had
just finished her junior year of studies at her university as a double major in psychology and
history. The Opus Prize finalist she visited was in Asia, and the travel to the site was Beth’s first
trip outside of the United States. When it was finally shared with her that she would be travelling
overseas, Beth was very excited, as she knew this would be an enriching and challenging
experience.
Beth is Alaska Native. She included many of her past experiences, perspectives, and
understandings in how she prepared to visit the community of the Opus Prize finalist.
I didn’t know much about [the country we were going to visit]. I tried to keep
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expectations at bay. We did a lot of reading, we tried to learn about the country, the
history. I tried to take that with a grain of salt, as someone who is part of a culture that is
largely misunderstood or not understood at all by a lot of outsiders. Normally we just
read about Native people, and there is a lot of bias and a lot of misunderstandings. So, I
tried to keep that same level of self-check in what I was reading, and just knowing that
what I could find online or in books might not connect with being true actually.
Parts of Beth’s research in advance of her site visit included attempting to learn about the
structures of society, its history, social movements, and other historical context that would help
to frame her visit. Having personal experiences of racism, Beth included this as a lens through
which she viewed some of the historical struggles of the marginalized populations in the country
she was preparing to visit. Beth’s site visit would put her in direct contact with these groups with
less social power, as this was the community of the Opus Prize finalist she was visiting.
In my head, the way I thought about it, it’s like a really superficial comparison, was
around race in America. So, race and racism affect you on a day-to-day basis, as well as
on a personal level. I tried to think about [the social structures and stratification] in this
country. That is kind of how I had to think about it in my head. It is just such a complex
thing, historically and contemporarily. That’s how I tried to understand it.
Beth described the experience of being immersed in this new city and community as stark
and complete culture shock. She had experienced what she defined as culture shock previously
having moved from a small town in Alaska to attend her university in a larger city. This may
have been exacerbated by the significant travel times to reach the location and the extreme
weather they experienced on their Opus Prize site visit.
There was so much we were seeing on a day-to-day basis. First of all, I thought I knew
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what culture shock was. So, I knew that this was going to be like that, but totally, way
more. So, it was so hot [where we were]. I was so done. It was so hot and so humid. And
there’s jet lag and so much going on in my body, let alone with so much information
coming in. Some of the things we saw… The driving in that country is crazy! That was
just so overwhelming. The amount of traffic going on. And I just felt so overstimulated
and overwhelmed, because of the country.
But, this was not the most difficult part of the experience for Beth. She was part of a team
of ambassadors about whom she cared very much; she had prepared as well as she possibly could
have in advance of the site visit. The reality of the personal and cultural encounters and the role
that she understood she was playing made for a very complicated and disorienting Opus Prize
ambassadorial experience for Beth.
When I went on the trip, it was really hard for me, but I guess in a way that maybe was
kind of unexpected. I was one of the only students of color who was part of this trip, there
weren’t other people of color. But, I also didn’t feel like… I did a lot of stuff when I was
on the trip, but I also felt like I couldn’t… And this isn’t because of the people who went
on the trip, they were very nice and very friendly, and I got to know and care for them all
very much, but in terms of me being able to talk about my experience and being able to
be very frank and open, I didn’t feel comfortable, just because, a lot of different things…
The biggest thing for me on this whole trip was, I guess, my own sense of privilege. So, I
grew up in a Native community, and my mom is Native and my dad is non-Native. So, I
knew my “in group” of Native people. And I knew in a very general sense about privilege
of being non-Native. And that experience, of course, when I went to college was a lot
different, to gain a lot more understanding about what it is, how many people are judged
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by outsiders, like the non-Native people. Just about our culture and our language and
different things. You know, when I grew up I had this idea that non-Native people had
this privilege, and things like that. But I also knew I was privileged because I was getting
my education. And so, when I went to [this foreign, other Opus Prize community], what I
really struggled with was this sense of having privilege in this context. I am familiar with
that. You know, I was with this group of other people, and you know we are representing
this organization that has millions of dollars, and we are from this school that is renown
and has a lot of privilege. And so, for the first time in my life, I felt like I was a part of
this “in group,” one of these outsiders coming into a community and judging the
community based on their values, you know, which has been done with Native people for
thousands of years. When you think about boarding schools… So, I was really
uncomfortable with the situation. Because it was one of the first times that so blatantly, I
was a part of this privileged group. And what was being said by our group, by myself, by
the other people, we had no cultural understanding of what was going on. And there was
a huge language barrier while we were there. And so, questioning to me, I was like “How
can I do this to this community, when this has been done to my community for hundreds
of years?” And so, it was really kind of jarring for me, as an experience, both there and
then months later when I was trying to write my speech [for the Opus Prize Week at my
university].
Despite the personal challenges of filling the role of being an Opus Prize student
ambassador, Beth found intimate moments of connection and celebration that allowed her to feel
drawn to the community and embraced as an outsider and visitor who was welcomed.
One day we got to sit down with a group of women who the [Opus Prize organization had
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helped] develop small businesses. And so, that was one of the more valuable experiences
for me, was to be able to see that. As a woman, as a woman of color, I really felt
connected to that. And I just love women and traditional crafts… and a lot of the things
they were developing for their businesses were, I guess, traditional women’s things, and
so it was really cool to see the organization supporting that. There were women who
made spiced mango and shoes and then like small handicrafts. That was really cool to
see. These women, even though we had a translator and they were speaking through the
translator, you could see that they had a lot of pride for their work and for the
organization being able to help them. That was really beautiful to me, just being able to
see that.
This support and celebration of women in the Opus Prize organization’s community was
of specific interest to Beth. She reflected that just prior to her Opus Prize delegation’s site visit,
international press had stories about wide-spread sexual assault against women in this country.
I did not know how being of multiple minorities and multiple un-privileged groups, like
women and women of color... I did not know how gender might impact things. I did not
know if women would be at more of a disadvantage in that country… I didn’t know how
this organization would have such a big program that helped women. And the
organization was run by a man, and it was mostly men in the leadership of the
organization. And, I guess it is a bias of my own, as I assumed women maybe wouldn’t
have prominent roles. Maybe that is why it stuck out more.
During Beth’s research in advance of the site visit, she learned about the persisting social
issues and the community that she was going to visit. Beth and the other ambassadors had
learned about the only jobs and means of earning money that were available to some people
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within these impoverished communities. The reality was much more than Beth could have
imagined.
I knew that this was de-humanizing work. And then we actually went into the slums and
saw the conditions. I knew that going in there would be kind of de-humanizing, but to
actually go in there to see the actual location where people did that type of work, it was
more de-humanizing than I could even have expected. So, that was really kind of just
jarring for me. And before I went to [this country], I had heard from family friends who
had gone that it is just so crowded all the time, the poverty is so concentrated. And I grew
up around, near impoverished communities that some villages in Alaska have, and that is
a level of poverty that I was familiar with. But over there it was just so much more
intense and concentrated. There are so many people in such a small space, and the living
conditions are so poor. That made it so much more real, that the professions these people
are forced into because of lack of availability otherwise, were surely demeaning.
Emotionally, the Opus Prize site visit was a draining experience for Beth. The sensory
inputs were constant and overwhelming; the personal encounters were both inspiring and gutwrenching; the role as an outsider coming inside to evaluate was complicated and uncomfortable.
For me the biggest emotion was not knowing how to practice the privilege I felt. That
was really what kind of stuck. I felt very uncomfortable in the whole process. And in the
group… The way groups of non-Native people, specifically white people for lack of a
better word, talk is very different than Native people. Like when we have these intense
experiences, or you are seeing this poverty, but also the very beautiful work that the
community was doing. When we were having dinner, and we would talk about it [as the
delegation of Opus Prize ambassadors], and I always felt like one step behind everyone
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else in the conversation. And I was having such a hard time processing it, like
understanding it in my brain, that I felt that I could not express that. It was really hard for
me to express that to myself, first and foremost, and also then to the people in my group.
You know, we are supposed to be there evaluating the organization and talking about it,
and “Where is the good? How could they use this? How can we help?” Things like that.
And I just couldn’t, I couldn’t do it, you know. I did have a one-on-one conversation with
someone, one of the women, and she was like “You should speak up more. Talk more.”
And I was like, “I just can’t.” It’s not my way, talking to interrupt people or to interject,
personally, that is just not my style. And so, that was really hard for me. I just felt like I
couldn’t… I was having a hard time internally processing my emotions, but also
externally. But there were moments where I saw, where you could just see the joy in a lot
of peoples’ faces, even though there is a huge cultural barrier, first of all, and then there’s
a huge language barrier. So, we had a translator most of the time. So, that was really
difficult. But at the same time, whenever people spoke, you could see a lot of joy and
pride, that what the organization was doing was giving them dignity. I do not know
which emotion that is, but I really enjoyed seeing that, how this organization helped them
gain back dignity, through the work that they were doing. That’s really what I found
meaningful. That’s what I felt from that meaningful work. Even though it’s hard to say
that’s what I saw, because it was not necessarily verbalized. It was just a very jarring
experience for me, emotionally.
In an attempt to process her experiences, Beth wrote in a journal extensively during the
site visit experience. She placed phone calls to her mother twice while she was on the visit,
needing to find someone to whom she could comfortably express what she was taking in from
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the experience and what the experience was doing to her. Finishing the site visit and returning
home did not end for Beth the emotional impact of the Opus Prize experience. She recalled:
I don’t know if I processed it for a long time… It was so shocking on so many levels that
I don’t know if I processed it right away. I remember coming back, I flew back to [my
university’s city] because I didn’t want to fly straight back to Alaska after, because it was
summer. And I just remember sleeping for long periods of time. I remember my mom’s
friend saying, “When you came back from [your site visit], you just slept all the time.”
And then I went back to Alaska. I don’t think that I really, I don’t know if I processed it. I
think I didn’t want to, in a sense, to process that privilege, for a long time. And then I
came back and there were all these events [on our university campus], and we were told
we would have to do a speech. First of all, I was terrified. They said, “We want you to
talk about your Opus experience.” And I was honestly terrified. I knew I had a very
different experience than a lot of people on the trip. Adam is great, I love Adam. He is
one of the most sweet and genuine people I know, and he and I are so different, you could
not have picked two more different people to put on this trip together. And, you can
probably tell from our conversation. And, I knew he was going to say great things, he is
so well spoken, and I was just like, “I don’t know if I can talk about this experience.” So,
I was kind of scared to write my speech and to be frank about what I was feeling. So, I
really had a hard time processing it… I don’t know if I’m going to tell [my university] or
the community what they want to hear. I was afraid of that. Just because in classes a lot
of the time, as a student of color you have invites that may be different, and they don’t
always go over well. And so, I was kind of scared.
A mentor on campus counseled Beth to be honest and to write down what she felt.
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And so, I did, and once I started writing, that’s when I really started processing it. And,
my real issue I guess was that sense of being an outsider in this community and judging it
from the outside without knowing the full context. So, that was how I processed it, then,
was just being honest about that experience to myself, and that’s where a lot of my
anxiety about the trip was coming from and speaking to people. Speaking my truth out
about that. That was my process, though.
Beth was nervous that people would dismiss her experience or discount her impressions
from the Opus Prize site visit. She offered her honest reflections on the experience in a public
speech on campus. Beth was shocked that many people came up to her after the speech, affirmed
her perspective, and agreed with her understandings.
So, that was shocking in itself. I did not expect that. In the context of my larger college
experience of being a student of color and having situations where you are
uncomfortable, and you don’t know how to speak up, Opus was really eye-opening, I
think, because I wasn’t expecting people to like what I had to say. So, practicing that and
seeing that I do have a valid perspective and experience that is different from my peers
and other people who went on this trip. And so, I need to recognize that. I was validated,
to a certain extent, which I think is important. So, that did help me process it. And I do
reflect on that a lot. I’ve had this sense of privilege and what privilege looks like, and I
think this extended even broader, internationally, to what American privilege looks like.
So, yeah, I still reflect on it. Maybe not directly, but it was a really defining moment of
my college career.
The experiences of the Opus Prize ambassador opportunity five years ago continue to
form Beth. In many real ways, her struggles grappling with and processing the personal
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discomfort with the experiences have helped Beth find her voice. She reflected:
I think that before I went on the trip, I was really uncomfortable talking about the things I
talked about in my speech and about privilege and calling it out, really challenging, not
only my own beliefs, but the beliefs of others around me. I think that made me a lot more
confident. Before, as I talked about, I was so scared, I had so much anxiety about sharing
what I thought, like my honest thoughts. And so, the validation from that experience
really made me see, “Okay, I do have this different insight, and I can share that.” I think
it opened up a window of understanding that hadn’t been there before.
In addition to developing a stronger sense of confidence when speaking and sharing from
her experiences, Beth has grown in her awareness and understanding of how outsiders may
perceive and judge, fairly or not, communities that they only see from the exterior. She recalled:
Back to when I felt like a part of this insider group for the first time, I was like, “This is
the first time I am hearing this conversation. These are things people say about me and
our communities, when Native communities are not in the room.” You know, because I
had never been part of these conversations before. So, being a part of that conversation
for the first time was like, “Okay, well this is how organizations are thought of.” It’s hard
to say how that affects my understanding of organizations now, but it definitely makes
me more sensitive to what other people are thinking or may be thinking about Native
organizations.
Beth currently works as a research coordinator for a university, finishing a research study
anchored in different Native communities, and funded by a federal granting agency. She seeks to
retain a perspective that honors the value of the local organizations to the local communities,
rather than evaluating only from the outsider’s point of view.
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I guess I have never consciously made this thought before, but the funder has
expectations and rules, and then the community that we are in implementing this research
also has their own values and expectations about what is expected and how things are
supposed to go. And in research studies, there are also rules about how things should go.
So, I try, I guess, in my work to balance what the rules of the funder are, against that
community and really try to value that community perspective. I guess that is really
difficult professionally, and I think Opus really helped me develop that, and become
more conscious. I guess before, it was unconscious to a certain extent, in terms of my
own Native community, and Opus made it a lot more so. Yeah, I still use it, though, in
my day-to-day.
Beth’s difficult experiences participating in group de-briefing and evaluation discussions
during the site visit with the other members of her Opus Prize delegation also taught her a
valuable lesson. Understanding how she prefers to contribute and function in teams has helped
her develop a productive protocol for her work and research to make sure that others’ voices are
heard and important information is included.
I don’t speak up in a lot of group settings, so, whenever I do site visits with our
community, I really try to make sure I get one-on-one time with the staff there and hear
about their experiences. Because when we have team meetings, it is really hard to talk
and to be critical and talk about what can improve. But one-on-one, it is different. So, that
is one thing that I do, because of Opus and because of my experience.
The deep impact of Beth’s short Opus Prize due diligence site visit served as a catalyst
for powerful personal processing and significant reflection and growth. The discomfort and
anguish that Beth experienced during the site visit took months for her to resolve, integrate, and
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understand. Five years later, she is still peeling back layers, reframing, and understanding anew
elements and experiences from her time visiting the Opus Prize finalist organization. Beth is
grateful for the stretching, strengthening, and opportunities for growth that the Opus Prize
offered to her. In recalling the encounters during the site visit, Beth summarized:
Personally, even though it was such a jarring experience, I really do want to highlight
what I really found meaningful in my visit, and it was so inspiring. You know, being a
minority in this country and having those experiences of discrimination and then seeing it
over there, there was some empathy that I had for the people and the work they were
doing, fighting against the discrimination. That was very meaningful to me, seeing that
cross-culturally. And they were fighting for basic rights. They are valuable and important
conversations that they have over there, too. It was validating to see that the fight is still
happening in the face of adversity and discrimination. The men and women who worked
with this organization, they still had hope. It can be so disheartening to work when you
are fighting against a system that discriminates against you. That is just so emotionally
taxing. So, it was really beautiful to see how much hope they had, and how they brought
that dignity back to their community. That was really inspiring to me, to see that on the
different levels. We all have so many biases, and there is so much lost in translation, but I
was able to see that without the judgments of Western society or my own biases. I think
that was really beautiful.
Clark’s Opus Prize Narrative
Clark had just completed his sophomore year of studies as a biology major when he made
his Opus Prize due diligence site visit. He had never been to the U.S. city where the Opus Prize
finalist was working. The geographic location and expansive scale of the social problems
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contributed to Clark’s experience as an Opus Prize ambassador. In reflecting on the site visit,
Clark shared:
I knew that we were going to a “poor area,” but I didn’t really know what “poor” meant
or what that looked like, what generational poverty really was. I grew up in a small
town… and as any city does, it has all levels of socioeconomic class and homelessness to
be sure, but the homelessness in the town is largely hidden, I would say. And any sorts of
class distinctions were pretty hidden from me for a long time. Just not something you
really picked up on when you’re a kid. Going to [the city of the Opus Prize organization]
was weird for me, to be honest. I mean, it’s not like I’ve never been to a city before. I’d
done trips to [other larger cities], but this was a whole new animal.
Clark recalled the many faces of the city he visited for the Opus Prize site visit. The
contrasts between and among neighborhoods were noted daily, as the Opus Prize delegation
moved between its hotel and the neighborhood of the Opus Prize finalist and organization. Each
day was filled with transitions.
You can’t know until you’re there, but… our due diligence site visit was in this sort of a
suburb area... But we stayed in [the heart of the city]. So swanky! You know there were
bars and cocktails and dancing in the lobby every night. It was bizarre, honestly. And that
contrast, I remember, really sticking with me. It was more than just the [distance between
our downtown hotel to where the Opus Prize organization] was, but the walk and the
subway we had to get there was through some of, I’m sure, the poorest neighborhoods in
all of [the city]. The government projects and just these big, tall buildings that look like
really run-down dormitories. I almost think that’s what I was imagining when I was
imagining what a poor neighborhood was or where some of these families that [the Opus
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Prize organization] was working with where they would come from. But [the Opus Prize
organization] was really sort of away from even those projects, so it was sort of like three
different worlds in [the city] that really stuck with me. And I would say that that was
different than what I was expecting.
While the experiences were different from what Clark was expecting prior to making the
trip for the site visit, these were not necessarily unwelcome differences. Coming from a smaller
town, Clark noted the comfort he felt in walking around the neighborhood where the Opus Prize
organization serves.
[The Opus Prize organization] was in an almost suburban neighborhood, with lots of
small houses in that neighborhood, and there were small shops and churches and
everything. Just a little neighborhood tucked away in one of the world’s biggest cities.
That sort of neighborhood itself was very familiar to me. And I think that part of the
experience, seeing that familiar neighborhood where [the Opus Prize organization]
operated, maybe impacted me differently than some of the other visitors, because it was
what I knew. It was a religious organization in what could have been a small town, you
know, trying to help people out. Almost like a small town where I grew up, just no
[landmarks] on the horizon. I think that probably biased me in a really good way towards
the organization, because it felt so homey in a very foreign land.
Clark shared his candid self-reflection about his understandings of the world and how
helpful and meaningful the academic preparation for the due diligence site visit was for him to
gather information in attempts to understand some of the social forces at work for the Opus Prize
organization. It was a very intellectual preparation.
Before Opus started, I would say I knew very little [about the social issues that the Opus
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Prize organization was addressing]. I was an uneducated, in the middle of college sort of
student with lots of opinions and not a lot of facts. But as we prepped for this trip, we did
a lot of research on generational poverty, drug laws, incarceration, and families, how
single-family households impact kids, all of those sorts of things… And before, we left
we learned a lot about it. We had meetings with our professors who led the trip, and we
did lots of research and put together presentations for the rest of the Opus squad and
presented about what we are finding… So, we knew a lot about the sort of political forces
that were impacting communities and the communities that [the Opus Prize finalist] was
working with.
This commitment to preparation in advance of the site visit helped Clark and the other
members of his due diligence delegation focus on the individuals they encountered during the
time together, rather than using that time to try to understand the politics and legal structures that
framed and governed the experiences for many of the storytellers they met.
When we got there, you get the stories, you put faces to the numbers that you’re learning
about, and you see the sort of advocacy that they are trying to do in [the region] to change
laws and get better treatment in prisons and better care for women in prisons. But I’m not
sure that I learned a lot more about the social problem, once we were there. I think most
of that was done on the front end, and I think that was good, because when we went to
[the city] and you’re sitting there talking with women or you’re talking with the leaders
of the program, you’re getting to really just absorb their story and not trying to
understand, well, why were they in prison so long in the first place? Or why couldn’t they
see their child in those situations? We had a good understanding of the structure and the
laws. And that was helpful, I think, before we went.
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While Clark and the other members of his delegation were able to focus their attention on
the personal encounters they had with the individuals who shared their stories, this intellectual
understanding of some of the social forces involved and awareness of statistical histories and
future projections was not necessarily sufficient to prepare them for the roles of being Opus Prize
ambassadors.
We were there to evaluate and that was our role as ambassadors. I think we called
ourselves like “non-profit evaluators,” or something. That was our title, at the time, but
we took it very seriously. We worked with the business department at [our university]
about how non-profits function, and those sorts of things. That was really the cap that we
were trying to wear when we went. It ended up being much more of an immersion, than
maybe we were prepared for, having tried to wear the almost academic “non-profit
evaluator” hat. So, to the degree that it was an immersion, I think we all tried really hard
to empathize and to feel what the people we met were feeling or had been feeling.
Clark continued, sharing that the first night was really lonely for him, trying to make sense of the
official role that he had expected and prepared for as a representative from his university,
considering the affective and relational experiences he was having. “I remember, like I don’t
even have to look at my old journals to remember this, but I was just like ‘Oh my God, what am
I doing? Where am I? Who am I kidding? I’m no “non-profit evaluator.”’ Very lonely. And,
second-guessing myself. It abated after a few days, but that was my initial experience.”
The opportunities to listen and to meet many of the families who were members of the
community were very important in helping Clark to understand the “true magic” of what the
Opus Prize finalist had created in her community. The Opus Prize delegation met people at
multiple stages in the organization’s programs: those who had only been there for weeks and
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were still very concerned and anxious about immediate survival; those who had been through the
program, had graduated, and were now members of the leadership team for the Opus Prize
organization; and, women and families at many stages in between. The dynamic interactions
among these people in different chapters of their own stories were very powerful, and the
inspiration remains in Clark’s memory.
I remember there was one lady who was rather new, and she had a son who was, I think,
maybe 13 or 14 or something. And she was expressing to the other women at a dinner
table with us, how she couldn’t believe that her son wanted to go to college and how
crazy that was, but she was trying to be supportive, and the other women were all very
supportive, too. But [the Opus Prize finalist] was sitting there, and she goes something
like, “Now, Honey, you are going to go to college, too, so just quit talking like this is
crazy talk. You’re talking crazy talk, right now. It’s going to happen.” And the mother
was very dismissive and a little defensive. She’s like, “No, no, I could never go to
college. It’s not something that we’re going to do.” And while this is happening, I mean
the three of us students on my visit, were all just sitting there not saying anything, trying
to not interrupt. This seemed like a very personal moment. We don’t want to step on any
toes. We barely know these people, right. We’re all just sitting there trying to be humble,
passive listeners with smiles on our faces throughout this whole, intense conversation.
After the mom was sort of dismissive about it, the other women at the table were like
“Oh, no, no, that’s actually like a really good idea. Yeah, we’re going to get you to
college. What do you like to learn about? Like what do you want to do?” And that was
almost more motivating and cool to see than even [the Opus Prize finalist] sitting there
saying “No, you’re going to do this.” Because it’s one thing to have one really cool leader
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in your life come and say like “Nope. This is what you’re going to do now.” To have
someone to believe in you, that’s cool. But to have someone who you might consider to
be more like, someone who’s not an old Catholic nun, but also another mother like you
who had similar struggles, to hear those people tell you that you’re going to do this and
talk to you about it. I mean, you could just see this new mother get really excited and start
to take the question seriously. Like well, if she did go back to school, what would she
want to do? What does she like? You could see her start to think about it: “I’d always
wanted to do X thing.” And that’s where there’s real progress, I mean even that little
moment, we started to see it. I’m sure she went home that night and maybe Googled
something about trade schools in the area or four-year colleges for arts and stuff like that
that she was interested in. And that, I think was a bigger testament to [the Opus Prize
finalist’s] work: being able to create an environment where all of these people were
willing to believe in each other and where everyone could hope and believe together. And
I mean, I’m sure it’s nice to have [the Opus Prize finalist] say “You’re going to do this,”
but having all of that around you is a different form of intoxicating, I think.
These dinnertime conversations exhibited to Clark and his Opus Prize delegation the
power of articulating a belief and stating public confidences in another’s ability to pursue a better
future. And, they were also able to experience these beliefs put into action. During Clark’s Opus
Prize site visit, the delegation was able to witness and participate in some of the wraparound
services and comprehensive support programming that the Opus Prize organization made
accessible to those they welcomed. Even five years later, Clark remembered:
The kids were awesome! And this was both probably not meaningful and just sort of a
drop in the bucket, act of charity. But also, I think stuck with me for other reasons, later
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in life. We spent a lot of time, maybe like two half days, volunteering and observing at
their daycare nursery after school programs. So anywhere from the young babies to the
preteens who needed somewhere to go after school to work on their homework. This was
all a part of [the Opus Prize organization] and allowing the mothers to go work and
network and be in the world and just keep their kids occupied for another couple of
hours. And I just loved that. For one morning, I was in the baby room and just rocked
babies to sleep for like three hours. And that was incredible. I think that was at the end of
the trip, and I was super stressed out and kind of overwhelmed, and I just went to the
baby room and contributed for a little bit and had fun. But it’s also been really important
to me later in life, because that’s got to be one of the most important things that [the Opus
Prize organization] does to allow mothers to get back on their feet and support their
families and allow them to work full days with the support of childcare and daycare.
What are those kids going to do? Are they just going to go and sit at home or sit in [the
Opus Prize finalist’s] office? No. I mean they built a structure that’s often staffed by lots
of other mothers, too, and their job is to go and provide for the other mothers. It’s just
such a cool, self-sustaining structure that I wish more of America incorporated. It was
one of my favorite policy proposals this last political cycle was mandatory daycare,
providing daycare, or tax deductions for daycare or whatever it is, making that more
available. Because without it, I mean some of these single-parent households are just so
stuck. And, I think it can be a really big burden… That’s my impression.
Through the academic preparation he did for the due diligence site visit, Clark had an
understanding that complex social issues require complex solutions. This awareness was
texturized through the personal encounters and daily experiences of Clark’s time with the Opus
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Prize organization.
You really got to see how many parts of this sort of non-profit machine it takes to really
make it work. I mean it’s not just when someone who had problems with drugs in the past
gets released from prison. They don’t just need treatment. They need a job. But it’s not
just that they need a job. They need someone to help take care of their kids. It’s not just
that they need someone to take care of their kids, but it has to be affordable. And, they
need somewhere that’s affordable housing for them to live. And they also need a
supportive community to help keep them positive and on the right track, you know, avoid
potential relapses. Each one of those needs formed the basis for a building block of the
program, and [the Opus Prize finalist] said this, but each part of the program wasn’t part
of some master design. It just took place with a lot of listening and a lot of attending to
specific needs; with that attending, building blocks were put in place, slowly, need-byneed. We just got to see a snapshot of the organization and the blocks that they had
previously developed. If I went back now, I’m sure there’d be more. And so, when
someone comes in and says, “My kids need somewhere to go from 3:30 to 6:00 after
school,” they said, “Okay, well how can we make that work? We’re going to give some
other women jobs, which meets another need, and then the kids can go there,” sort of
thing. All of these different parts, I feel like we got to touch a little bit, but because of the
research we did before, we were able to see how meaningful each of those little parts
were.
During the site visit and through his later reflections, Clark was aware that the nature of
the very short visit would only permit the delegation to witness a small sliver of a larger series of
contributing factors, problems, solutions, and experiences. It was a delicate balance between
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seeking to expose the Opus Prize student ambassadors to the work of the Opus Prize
organization during the site visit and weighing that against the need to honor the dignity of the
people who live within the community and who need the social services being offered.
Once we were there, it was such a positive experience in a really authentic way. I mean, it
wasn’t like a week-long ad campaign about how awesome [the Opus Prize organization]
was. Rather, it was authentically a really positive, hopeful place to be. And so, I’m not
sure we ever got to really feel or experience the problem. I mean you know, [the Opus
Prize finalist] told us and women there told us what it was like to deal with relapses and
how hurtful that was and how tough that can be. But it’s not like we saw any of that. We
saw women who were supporting their families and working so hard to provide for their
kids, and kids who were working really hard to go to college and stuff like that. We saw
the ups, we saw the hope, not necessarily maybe the bigger problems… I think there are
things on that trip we could have done to maybe give us a fuller picture, too. I mean at
one point, we had a trip to the women’s prison planned. And I don’t know how I feel
about that as a general thing, but there are other ways. There were different points when
we could have gone and seen the work that they were doing. The problem is, that’s when
it becomes just almost like too touristy or it doesn’t feel right to intrude on people’s lives
at their worst moments. But if you’re just going and talking with the nuns who were
actually working at the prisons, that’s not getting the full story.
As a medium to capture his daily thoughts and reflections, Clark wrote in a journal each
day during the site visit. He found that the anecdotes, emotions, and texture he captured in his
journal were helpful in the following months as he sought to share his experience with his
university community. Back on campus, this included opportunities to reflect and collaborate
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with other Opus Prize student ambassadors in advance of talks they would give to the campus
community, addresses to the university’s Board of Regents, and to prepare for hosting the
university’s Opus Prize Week celebrations. Clark shared that he “thinks as he writes.” He noted
that the journal was a tool to help him write down details from the present moment in advance of
more meaningful reflection in the future. He did this with an eye toward sustaining the impact of
the Opus Prize site visit into the future.
This isn’t just a five-day trip. That would be sort of silly to place a lot of importance on
just one little visit to go see a cool non-profit. It was supposed to be bigger than that. I
think we didn’t know what it was at the time, but we paid attention enough while we
were there, so that we could bring things back to our campus and had a pretty cool fall
(preparing for the week of Opus Prize celebrations), I think.
The experiences that Clark had during the Opus Prize site visit and the stories he heard
forced him to reframe personal beliefs and philosophical positions about the roles of government,
criminal law, and need for prison reform. Through the Opus Prize site visit, Clark heard stories
about the present and future social harm to young children that comes from having parents
incarcerated. Yet, this was balanced by some of the mothers Clark met who now reflected that
time they spent in prison was a “sort of necessary interruption in their lives.” In seeking to make
sense of this emerging understanding, Clark reflected:
I don’t mean to say that prison and the jail time were helpful, in and of themselves, in
terms of rehabilitation, but it was the interruption and then what came after, like an angel
like [the Opus Prize finalist] or one of their fellow workers for [the Opus Prize
organization], who would find them and were able to help them in prison and help them
transition out of prison and have the hope for a life after that. And so, that’s where I think
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sometimes the interruption and the stopping of the cycle takes something dramatic, and in
some cases being incarcerated provided that necessary interruption to get back on track
and be present for their children and their families when they were out of prison… I don’t
think I had any sort of thoughts in my mind about someone seeing their time in prison as
something that was anything less than just the worst thing that ever happened to them.
It’s certainly not a happy time or a good time they reflect on their lives, but some of these
women were so mature and so wise to say “Man, did I need that. I didn’t need prison, but
I needed something to throw me out of this cycle, because I wasn’t going to break it on
my own.” And that definitely impacted my policy views, a little bit. I was surprised by
that, but maybe I was more surprised at the almost wisdom of those sorts of statements,
and hearing someone say it. I don’t know. It was one of the most mature things I’ve ever
heard in my life.
The personal inspiration to Clark of the commitment and work of the Opus Prize finalist
was tempered by a frustration and disappointment that our society has a need for people like
Opus Prize finalists. The positive experience of the personal encounters and stories from the
Opus Prize site visit led to some negative realizations and conclusions after further reflection and
processing. In weighing these competing understandings, Clark shared:
I think the Opus Prize made me think about, you know, why the need for people like [the
Opus Prize finalist]? Why have things gotten so bad that we need a saint-like nun… to
devote her life to creating this incredible organization that helps a small fraction of
women in [the city]? I mean, it makes you think about all the other women on the other
side of the city that maybe don’t have those resources. I oscillate between real positivity
and real negativity on this, because you can look and see “Well, there’s plenty of people
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that do saint-like work all over the place that aren’t getting recognized,” and it’s not just
about these three winners that get picked every year. I mean you look no further than
your selection room where you’ve got like 80 applicants that are all doing awesome
things, and you want to give a million dollars to each of them. But I think that sort of, for
me, gets the difference between… talk about charity and social justice, and what [the
Opus Prize finalist] is doing is certainly social justice, but it’s also charitable in a way
that really bothers me. Like why can’t our systems just work better? I’m someone who
has a lot of belief and is very idealistic about the structures of government and civil
society, which provide goods and services in our country, and I just wish they worked
better. And that’s where I can become really negative about it… Things don’t work as
well as they should. In a way, it’s very sad. And I know, it’s a simple answer and the
answer to it’s not what bothers me, it’s not that we need to do patchwork, here and there.
That’s not what bothers me. But I feel like we’re band-aiding too much, like the world is
requiring too many [people like the Opus Prize finalists], more than it should. If we just
dealt with drug addiction better, we wouldn’t need that, you know. If we didn’t
needlessly jail mothers for petty drug crimes, we won’t need that. But, we are all humans
creating human systems, and when things go wrong, it takes good faith efforts like that
and communities, at a small level, small community level fixes are often the most
powerful. As I said before, the power of [the Opus Prize organization] was just that
environment that hopefulness that permeated everyone. And you get that from small
community leaders, not from people speaking from far away about hope. It’s people
speaking in your living room about hope. So maybe that’s why, that’s another way to
spin it positively, is the way to have the best impact is to operate how [the Opus Prize
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finalist] does: small, local, and super caring. I guess that’s why they’re necessary.
Clark was a biology major when he participated as an Opus Prize ambassador. However,
through the arc of becoming and serving as an Opus Prize ambassador, he changed his career
aspirations and professional path. Upon finishing his undergraduate degree in biology, Clark
decided to go to law school.
[The Opus Prize site visit] was one of the things that helped me decide to go to law
school, for sure. I’m not even looking to practice criminal law right away or even get into
politics right away. So, it hasn’t had that sort of direct impact, but it definitely helped me
realize that talking policy and talking about how our laws shape our society was
something that really interested me. I wouldn’t say law school, or policy talk more
generally, is fun. I mean I do enjoy it to some degree, but it’s almost like agitating in a
way that I can’t put down. And in a number of different areas, to go explore that in the
context of drug laws was really helpful. The other thing was Diane was on that trip, and
she was a law student [at our university]. And we got to talking a little bit about it. It sort
of got me thinking about that. That was one very specific thing.
As an enduring element from his experiences as an Opus Prize ambassador five year ago,
Clark shared the impact of meeting the inspiring individual, the Opus Prize finalist, whose
simple and personal conversations prompted her to decide to act. For Clark, the Opus Prize
finalist modeled the possibility open and available to him and others to make a commitment,
make a decision, and begin to act. This does not need to be in big, sweeping movements, but can
start with one action.
More generally, I think it just instilled a belief in me about taking action. The notion is
that if there are problems or things in the world that you don’t like or don’t think are
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going the right way, there’s never a bad time to go and try and do something about it.
Particularly from where I’m at now, just in life. I’m 23, a single guy who’s a grad
student. There’s nothing holding me back from going and volunteering in Puerto Rico
this summer. You know, there’s nothing that says I can’t go back and visit [the Opus
Prize organization] this summer. I mean the year after, I helped a fellow student of mine
start a service trip [from our university to the city of the Opus Prize organization]. And I
don’t know if they’re still doing it. We had questions about whether it was going to be
helpful enough and educational enough to bear the burden that we would put on [the
Opus Prize organization] by actually going there. But they decided it was worthwhile
enough to try and do for at least a couple of years. But there is nothing to stop us, young,
single people with few responsibilities in life, nothing to stop us... It was very
motivational. You see people who, you know, [the Opus Prize finalist] was just a nun in
[the city] and started going to prisons and talking to people, and that’s how this all
started. It was just one person. One woman’s idea to go and try and help where she could.
And now there’s this whole award-winning, inspirational, non-profit operating [with
national press] articles written about it. That was not the goal, then. You’ve just got to go
and do work. It’s very motivating. It was very motivating and has definitely helped me
get over the hump at certain points in my life about just things I want to go do.
Through his experiences as an Opus Prize ambassador, Clark reflected on the personal
development of skills and tactics that help him promote empathy and to assume postures of
advocacy. These affective and communicative dispositions are displayed in his personal social
life and relate to professional, vocational aspirations.
I think the actions that I’ve taken have mostly been focused on just trying to speak about
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these issues whenever there’s an opportunity to and it makes sense and to share what I’ve
learned. Because I do think there is a lot of ignorance and a lot of lack of empathy
surrounding drug crimes and people who do that, who commit drug crimes. And it’s
having had these experiences and the opportunity to learn about what we’ve read about,
I’ve gotten really good at those bar conversations about what someone who steals or
deals or whatever it is actually might be going through. It’s not lecturing, it’s not trying to
share the right answer, but I just try adding another level of empathy to a conversation
about somebody you probably don’t know anything about. And specific actions, I’m not
sure that I’ve done anything bigger than trying to go to law school. I mean eventually I
aspire and want to get involved with state politics. My dream job is to be someone’s
campaign manager, be a sort of policy wonk and help them across the board. Criminal
law and healthcare are two of my favorite things to talk about. That’s the eventual goal,
but I haven’t taken a lot of steps... yet.
In summarizing how his experiences as an Opus Prize ambassador five years ago helped
to shape his present views of the world and informed his understandings of the powerful
influence of agents for social change, Clark expressed his gratitude for the opportunity to see
first-hand the dynamic leadership of “saints in the world.”
I think what’s interesting about Opus, and they identify through the values of the
organization, is it’s really playing with a space between leaders who both attack
something systemically and try and go for that real big systemic, what you would call
social justice change in the world, while also not losing sight of the individuals and the
faces and everything that’s in front of them on the day-to-day. And, there’s something in
between those two things and doing both at once that makes these people powerful,
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powerful leaders, powerful saints in the world. And I don’t know how they do it or how
they are able to both show care and love and passion about the face in front of them and
also about laws and forces and everything that’s beyond their control and trying to make
an impact on that, but these people do. And Opus was the first time that I was made
aware of that sort of dynamic in the world, and then we also saw how someone goes
about creating change on multiple levels. And that was just really cool.
Diane’s Opus Prize Narrative
Diane travelled as a member of the same site visit delegation as Clark. Among the seven
Opus Prize ambassadors from her university, Diane was the only graduate student to participate
as a member of the due diligence site visit delegations. She made her site visit between her
second and third years of law school. Diane believes that classroom conversations about criminal
law, recidivism, and theories of justice gave her a good intellectual foundation for the specific
site visit she was to make. However, her understandings were not grounded in personal
experiences or texture from the world. Diane reflected, “So, I think my academic understanding
from a legal perspective was deep in a certain way, but I didn’t have any kind of concrete
experience or understanding or really even knowing anybody who had been through that
process.”
Prior to entering law school, Diane had participated in a post-graduate service program
for two years. These personal experiences and vocational choices to pursue a career in law
influenced what she expected to encounter when making her Opus Prize site visit. “One reason I
don’t like social work, and the reason I went into law, is because I thought ‘Oh, systems are
where it’s at. We need to change systems in order to address these big issues like recidivism.’”
However, the personal encounters with the Opus Prize finalist and the finalist’s community
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during the site visit forced Diane to rethink her position and reframe her prior experiences. Diane
continued:
But [the Opus Prize Finalist] is addressing it from the opposite end and helping people on
an individual level, which then is helping the system level and dropping those recidivism
rates. So, I think it challenged my own assumptions about how you tackle big social
problems. And I think if I had to answer that question now, you know, whether you do
systems change or on the ground change, I think you need both. And the site visit
definitely helped me realize the importance of the direct assistance piece.
Diane confirmed that the site visit helped her to understanding that individuals and
communities understand differently what it means to be successful.
You know coming from a law school or even an undergraduate perspective, we kind of
are in these cultures where success means graduating or success means getting a job,
success means X, Y, and Z. And seeing what [the Opus Prize finalist] is doing and how
she’s helping women who are coming out of the criminal justice system succeed helped
expand that definition for me of what success looks like. It depends on who you are and
what your goals are and what walk of life you’re in at that point.
Diane was drawn to the compelling example and leadership commitment of the Opus
Prize finalist. In describing the Opus Prize finalist, Diane summarized the leader as “a force to
reckon with” and “a formidable businesswoman,” whose example forced Diane to rethink the
landscape of non-profit organizations. Diane continued, “I think [the Opus Prize finalist’s]
business acumen and energy definitely challenged my own beliefs about what non-profits can do.
But it also contributed to learning what just great leadership can be.” This skilled and dynamic
leadership was on display as the delegation of Opus Prize ambassadors heard stories and met
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individuals whose lives, struggles, and successes were interwoven and complicated. In recalling
the encounters with those who live in these communities, Diane noted:
You know you can read about a non-profit on paper, look at their website, but we had the
opportunity actually to go from program to program that [the Opus Prize organization]
runs. So, we, for example, looked at a thrift store that they run and operate and make
money off of. And then we got to go visit the work development portion. So, it was really
valuable to just see all of the different programs. And it helped solidify just how farreaching all the different programs are and how many people are served and how it really
is a wrap-around service too, that people are more than just one social need, that we’re
complex, and we have complex issues and complex needs, and [the Opus Prize
organization] really addressed each of those.
Some of the stories she heard and some of the people she met five years ago still linger
with Diane to this day. When asked about personal encounters she remembers, Diane recalled a
woman whose story was painful and difficult to hear.
She shared with us her experience of being shackled while she was pregnant, and that’s
just really stuck with me in terms of learning how our system does treat people. And, you
know, that’s even more horrifying when it’s vulnerable, pregnant women. But her being
strong and vulnerable enough to share her story with us definitely had an impact on me.
When pressed to share what is the impact of this memory, Diane continued:
I mean, I think what stuck with me was almost a shame, to be honest. I mean a shame that
I didn’t know this was happening. A shame that I didn’t do anything about it, because I
didn’t know it was happening. And also, kind of the flipside of that, it was a drive to pay
more attention to how we’re treating our vulnerable populations and intervene.
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The lived example of the Opus Prize finalist continues to inspire Diane to this day. Diane
recalls feeling very excited and hopeful for the positive trajectory of the work and the
community that she encountered during her Opus Prize site visit.
[The Opus Prize finalist’s] work really is making a tangible difference for thousands and
thousands of people, and it’s not just the moms that she’s helping, it’s the generations
that are going to come after them. So, the kids who are in [the organization’s] community
are being provided with resources, so that they’ll be successful and happy individuals.
And then their kids will be, so it’s really the power of that domino effect.
But rather than addressing these persisting social problems only from a systems
perspective, Diane’s experiences through the Opus Prize site visit five years ago have helped her
to reframe the impact of this single-pronged approach. “I think before going to [the Opus Prize
organization], I had this idea that systemic change needed to happen at a high level, meaning a
policy change or law change. But that was challenged by seeing what amazing outcomes [the
Opus Prize finalist] is getting through her work by doing the opposite, meaning direct services
for people on the ground.”
Prior to the opportunity to participate as an Opus Prize ambassador, Diane had
demonstrated a commitment to social justice through her previous post-graduate service
engagements. However, Diane indicated that the personal encounters and textured experiences of
the Opus Prize site visit offered powerful moments for reflection. “I think tangibly what attracted
me to being involved in the Opus program is my commitment to social change and social
awareness. So, I think that’s a theme that’s been in my life before, during, and after. I think it’s
enriched my experience and enriched my belief and ability to be a public servant, but maybe not
caused it.”
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Diane reflected that she understands the special access and privilege that were granted to
her and the other members of the Opus Prize delegation. While her team made the site visit with
the Opus Prize Foundation to witness and evaluate the work and impact of the Opus Prize
finalist, Diane noted how powerful the experience was for her as a student and as a citizen. “I
think the only thing I haven’t mentioned or touched on is that I really truly believe it’s an
invaluable experience for any student to do an on-site visit or assessment of an organization
doing incredible work in the world. And it’s hard to put into words the impact of it. My words
have failed. I would just emphasize that, that I think it is invaluable.”
Emily’s Opus Prize Narrative
Emily travelled as a member of the same delegation as Clark and Diane to visit the Opus
Prize finalist located within the U.S. Prior to making her Opus Prize due diligence site visit as an
Opus Prize student ambassador, Emily had just completed her junior year of studies at her
university as a business major, with concentrations in finance and human resources. With several
months of time between learning where she was going to travel and the dates of departure, Emily
did research to learn as much as possible about the specific, persisting social issues that the Opus
Prize finalist was working to address. However, Emily did not research the specific Opus Prize
finalist and the Opus Prize organization she was going to visit. Emily acknowledged:
I tried to go in with no expectations. I wanted to see truly what this human was made of.
We’re talking about unsung heroes, and what did that mean? And faith-based, which I
value a ton. I wanted to see her faith. I tried to go in with absolutely no expectations, just
so that I could truly embody the full experience from a student perspective.
Her eagerness to meet the Opus Prize finalist and to see the work of the organization were driven
by Emily’s interests to hear stories and to texturize the academic understanding that she had of
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the specific social challenges being faced.
I did a ton of research on incarcerated women and their children, and I wanted to see, I
don’t know, everything from the good, the bad, the ugly. But ultimately, what it came
down to for me was the dignity of the human person and human rights and making sure
that each human had worth. So, that’s kind of where my mindset, my mind went when I
was doing the research prior to the visit. And I thought I had an understanding of who
incarcerated women were or how their children would act. So, I say I went in with no
expectations, but really, I went in with some. And everything is so different when you’re
there in person. It kind of rocks your world.
While Emily had travelled to this particular city before, she had never visited this specific
area within the city. Emily recalled the contrast between her previous travels to this location and
the reality that she witnessed during her Opus Prize site visit. “I had this expectation of [the city]
and this experience that I had previously, and I guess immediately I was shocked that there was a
different side of the city. Something that the world doesn’t see.” While the location, the
neighborhood, and the challenges of the community were new elements Emily encountered, she
felt very safe and welcomed, as she was in the company of the Opus Prize finalist. The Opus
Prize finalist was very clearly a person loved, respected, and admired by those in the
neighborhood. The Opus Prize finalist made an immediate impact on Emily and the other
members of the Opus Prize delegation.
I don’t know if this is a specific story, but something that stands out for me. So, we
walked the block where she worked and where some of their housing was and some of
the furniture shops and that were run by the women, and she knew... Every single person
we encountered came running up. If they were kids, they came running up to her with
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like this joyful grin. And she knew their names, and she knew their stories. So, as soon as
we walked by someone, she would explain their past to us or their future, like what was
happening with them today… The fact that she knew every single person. It wasn’t just
one or two. It was every human we encountered, she knew so much about, which I just
found so powerful. So, I guess it’s not really a specific story, but it stands out in my mind
so vividly.
Emily was consistently inspired, impressed, and encouraged by the model and committed
work of the Opus Prize finalist they visited. While the powerful connection started during the
short Opus Prize site visit, it continued through the months of preparing for the Opus Prize Week
celebrations at Emily’s university.
[The Opus Prize finalist] is the unsung hero, right? I can barely speak to who she is just
because she’s so incredible. First, she changed my entire perspective of nuns. In my head,
every nun that I had encountered was just this sweet, Godly, follow-the-rules person. And
[the Opus Prize finalist] is so loving, but she is also so... I don’t want to say feisty,
because that almost has a negative connotation. But, she’s just so driven, and she will not
accept the fact that these people have a percentage that says how their life is going to be.
So, two-in-three children who have a parent who is incarcerated will themselves be
incarcerated. And so, she’s trying to break that statistic, change what this number has put
out there for these kids. And she’s doing it. She’s just so... I don’t know. You’re in this
woman’s presence, and you’re like “I can change the world,” through God and working
hard and loving people, you could do anything! So, I felt that when I was [in the city]
with her, but I also felt it when she came to [my university] for the Opus Prize ceremony.
It’s like it just wasn’t her environment that created that. It was 100 percent her, her faith,
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and her drive, I guess.
Through her research prior to making the Opus Prize site visit, Emily had learned the
statistics, demographics, and social indicators that the Opus Prize finalist was working to change.
Through Emily’s encounters, she learned that the historical numbers and statistical expectations
served as inspiration and reminders that all needed to work hard, together, for better futures.
Opportunities to glimpse these futures occurred when Emily and the Opus Prize delegation spent
time with young children who are innocently caught up in these circumstances. Emily recalls:
I was also very, very impacted by a specific instance. We spent some time at one of the
nurseries that [the Opus Prize finalist] runs. I tried to go in with absolutely no
expectations, like I said, but of course one or two things had clouded my mind, and I was
so amazed at the pure love and joy and… childhood. I don’t know if that’s the right word,
that these kids brought. I anticipated that they will be different. And in actuality, there
was no difference from me as a child to them as a child.
These moments simply to play with the young children who were members of this
community anchored Emily’s Opus Prize experience. This experience connected her life at home
to her encounters at the Opus Prize organization.
I remember we walked into the first room, and it was like it was toddlers to, I think, fiveyear-olds, and they all ran up so excited that there were people there, more people for
them to play with. And immediately this young girl brought me over to this dinosaur
puzzle that she was doing, and she was just so excited about this basic puzzle. And she
wanted me to join in, she wanted to take pictures. It was just so simple. I think that’s the
part that was so beautiful to me, just like childlike joy. That you don’t see... I didn’t
anticipate to see. I anticipated to see hurt or pain or a different life. And it was not that at
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all. I have a five-year-old brother at home, and he’s doing the same thing with his
dinosaur puzzle. It truly shows me the joy in children, in the simplicity, I guess.
In seeking to process and understand these seminal moments in what she was learning
through the Opus Prize site visit, Emily recalled experiences from her own childhood before
college and how they connected to the unexpected reality she encountered during the time with
the Opus Prize finalist’s organization.
It was something about that nursery that changed my whole trip. Just so loving. They just
want your attention. I grew up working at the Boys and Girls Club and going to the Boys
and Girls Club. And there is no difference in [my hometown’s] Boys and Girls Club or
the Boys and Girls Club [in my university’s city] or my childhood to these kids. And it
totally rocked my world, just to see God in kids, too, like the joy. And they don’t know
that number, which is so beautiful, and they believe that they can do anything. And [the
Opus Prize finalist] makes it possible.
The number of intense encounters concentrated into a visit of only a few days created a
very intense emotional experience for Emily. After each of the full days with the Opus Prize
finalist and her organization, the delegation returned to its nicer hotel in a different part of the
city. Emily experienced this as an inconsistency.
I felt it all: I felt love, I felt guilt, I felt joy. It’s a weird experience, too, because I was
staying in a hotel in [the city], while experiencing the pursuit of social justice, an unsung
hero... I don’t know the right word to use, but like “contradictory,” I would say, of each
other. You see all the beauty and the joy and the happiness. You also see all the pain that
people go through. You see [the Opus Prize finalist] who at some point is disappointed
because someone would relapse and end up going back to prison for drugs or something.
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And you see her pain also. It is like every emotion in the book… in the couple of days
that you’re there.
During the Opus Prize site visit, Emily sought to process and reflect upon her experiences
daily through personal journaling to help her “live in the emotion” and through intentional
prayer. When she and the other Opus Prize ambassadors returned to their university campus,
Emily enjoyed the opportunities to sit down, share, and reflect with others who “were coming
back and feeling those same, very raw, authentic emotions… All of the students were feeling
something relatively similar, although not identical.” The reflecting that Emily and her fellow
Opus Prize ambassadors did served to help them prepare to host on their university campus the
three Opus Prize finalists for a campus celebration several months later. Emily was very eager to
include and encourage friends and family to meet the inspiring leader that she had encountered
during the site visit.
More than anything I was excited to show [the Opus Prize finalist] what [my university
city] had to offer and to hear her perspective... What [the city] and [my university]
specifically had to offer, but I was excited to hear her perspective, too, to see how we
could make change in our backyard. Not that she has all the answers, which I learned
through her. Part of it is just working hard and having faith and knowing what you
believe in and driving for that. But for my specific preparation, I invited my family up. I
wanted all of them to meet this woman who in a short time had such an impact on my
life. I introduced [the Opus Prize finalist] to all my friends. I just got the community
excited, because this woman is so amazing. I wanted her to truly feel special. And then
[my university and Opus Prize Steering Committee] did an awesome job at welcoming
them to our community, and then trying to get all of the students to learn from them, have
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them share their knowledge in different classes. Yeah, it was an incredible experience!
An additional resource for guidance, support, and a very real source of inspiration for
Emily during and then after her commitments as an Opus Prize ambassador was the Executive
Director of the Opus Prize Foundation. The Executive Director coordinated the logistics for all
the due diligence site visits, and he travelled with each of the Opus Prize delegations to their
locations. Emily reflected:
This is kind of like a side note, but [the Executive Director] ... He himself is an unsung
hero. He would hate, he would never let you call him that, or praise him in any way, but
that’s exactly what makes him an unsung hero, too. He has so much knowledge, so much
love, so much faith. The reason he is so good at directing this Prize is because he 100
percent falls into that exact same realm, and he has become such a mentor for me in all
aspects of my life. After I graduated, I reached out to him, because I wanted to take on
this Opus Prize mentality or the unsung hero mentality. How can we create social change
in our everyday life? I called him, and he was like “Read this book.” So, I read through
the book, and I realized that that change can be made by right where I am in [the
community where I live now]. So that’s kind of why I ended up staying here.
As she reflects on how the arc of the Opus Prize ambassador experience five years ago
fits in as a chapter in her personal narrative, Emily shared the powerful formational role that her
faith-based education played in preparing her to experience and make sense of her Opus Prize
site visit encounters.
I had been going to a [faith-based] university for three years, I went to school prior to
that, so I had this [faith-based] foundation that was truly making me feel alive. Trust my
faith, trust God. And I think it showed me this idea, the [faith-based] idea of living a
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whole-hearted life for and with others. You can say it, right, and you can picture how you
would do it, but when you see someone like [the Opus Prize finalist] or like [the Opus
Prize Executive Director] who does it so great at such a huge level, your mind expands to
see what whole-hearted truly means. Prior to the trip, my idea of whole-hearted was that
one level, but after that, it is such a great level that I couldn’t even imagine prior. So, it
just expanded that [faith-based] idea in my head and made me think about how great God
is. I don’t know if that totally answers your question, but from an educational experience,
the [faith] base is what expanded for me. Like this idea of social justice, it’s so much
greater than what I had before. The idea of living for and with others, that “with” part is
so much greater. [The Opus Prize finalist] is hands-on, living with, literally with, day-inand-day-out with these people. That are just lovely people that are no different, but she’s
making the change. Yeah that was like the biggest educational change, if that makes
sense.
The Opus Prize due diligence site visit experience five years ago helped Emily to see
first-hand the depths, quality, and power of unconditional love. This was not a change in her
beliefs, but rather an opportunity to witness a previously imagined theory brought to life in the
real-world model of a faith-based leader committed to a more socially just and integral
community.
Love is so great. When you experience someone like [the Opus Prize finalist] or like [the
Opus Prize Executive Director], you see an aspect of this idea of unconditional love. And
you can take that back to any community that you live in. So, I think, number one, it
opened my eyes to this greater idea of just loving humans. And then part two, which is a
little faith-based, religious, but trust God. All of the people our year that we encountered
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or that we went to visit in some way had this great faith. Everything that I experienced
just enhanced the basis of what I believed. So, with love, I can enhance that by trusting
God. I trusted Him, but I also wanted what I wanted, right? And [the Opus Prize finalist]
showed me that you can or that you should trust God in everything. And not just [my
Opus Prize finalist], but [the other two Opus Prize finalists]. It’s insane. Their love for the
world, and how faith-based they are. And then, I think, part three is work hard and create
change. So, figure out exactly what you’re here to do and work hard towards that. And
start to make that change.
When asked to describe if she has integrated themes or elements from her Opus Prize
student ambassador experience five years ago into her life, Emily noted that she initially
struggled trying to integrate the inspiration of the Opus Prize program into her emerging
professional life. As she did during her commitments with the Opus Prize program, Emily sought
mentoring and counseling from the Executive Director of the Opus Prize Foundation.
So now I work for [a national company], so corporate America… I cover 14 stores in
corporate America. What I struggled with at the beginning, is how do I make change in
this life? And through my experience, you learn that life change can be something as
great as [my Opus Prize finalist] is doing or as [another Opus Prize finalist] is doing, but
it can also be within the community that you live. So right now, I live with [the national
company]. So, how do I share that great love and work hard and am an image of God in
everything I do? I think the biggest thing was for me, I had to see that connection and
[the Executive Director of the Opus Prize Foundation] gave me that connection. He said
“You can do that at [the national company]. You can love so much and change
somebody’s life, right where you work.” So, I think if you show that consistent love,
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people want to show it back, and you can change. I think that’s the first step. And then
beyond that, find what you’re passionate about. So, if it is kids... [For the national
company], one of their values is to create a community right where you live. So, we have
partnered with the Big Brothers and Big Sisters of [my city], and some of our team
members are “bigs” and partner with “littles,” and then additionally we do a ton of
different events with them. Honestly, I think what pulled me to them was the kids, which
is where I felt the most joy throughout my experience with [the Opus Prize finalist]. And
it’s all about starting at one spot. I feel like I got out of college, and I wanted to change
the world. And I had all this drive, and I just didn’t know, but it’s like now I have a
foundation of love, and you start to change the world. And it’s little, but that’s how it
starts.
Fiona’s Opus Prize Narrative
Fiona was asked to participate as a member of her university’s Opus Prize Steering
Committee during her sophomore year of studies. She was involved in planning elements as a
junior, and she was an Opus Prize ambassador who travelled to a country in Asia during the
summer following her junior year. As an undergraduate student, Fiona studied sociology,
criminal justice, and religious studies.
As a member of her university’s Opus Prize Steering Committee, Fiona learned quite a
bit about her university’s commitments to host the Opus Prize. This included learning about all
the nominees who were under consideration as potential finalists, and some of the detailed
background for the specific Opus Prize finalist and community to which she ended up travelling.
She felt very prepared in advance of the encounters she was to have during her site visit. Fiona is
of Asian descent and from a different country in Asia than the country to which she travelled for
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her Opus Prize site visit. Through conversations with her parents, Fiona expected to witness
similar levels of poverty and parallels to her own cultural heritage. She expected not to be as
surprised, and therefore not necessarily needing the same levels of preparation as the other
ambassadors with whom she was travelling to this location.
Fiona recalled not being shocked by the reality of the poverty of the community they
visited. While the architecture and the organization and orientation of homes were different from
what she had experienced previously in Asia, the concentration of people and focus on basic
needs were consistent with Fiona’s understandings and expectations.
It was just a very humbling experience to be in a country very similar to my own and
seeing that there are people wanting to work towards systemic injustices and fighting
against those and just being in [this country] and being able to see. We were able to walk
around the neighborhoods in one of the schoolhouses and just being invited into a house.
I got a glimpse of how some of these students were living, and that if they didn’t have the
opportunity to be at the [Opus Prize organization], they may not have had such a bright
future afterwards.
This spirit of optimism and hope for the future was exhibited by the Opus Prize finalist
Fiona and her delegation visited. Fiona recalled walking through the neighborhoods with the
Opus Prize finalist, and parents would come out, greet him with enthusiasm, and express how
grateful they were to have him as a “blessing to the community.” Fiona was especially interested
and curious to meet the Opus Prize finalist and to witness his interactions and work with his
community. This Opus Prize finalist was born and raised in the United States, but has been living
within this community, in Asia, for 46 years.
One of the things that I was worried about was a white savior complex, especially with
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[the Opus Prize finalist] being a Caucasian male. I thought that his presence in [the Opus
Prize community] would not be very appreciated and whatnot. But in talking with him, he
was telling me how you can’t expect to go to a place and say, “Hey, I know everything
that’s going on in your community, and this is how I’m going to change it.” And so, it
was really powerful for him to tell me, like you need to ask for permission to be with the
people that you are wanting to share. And so, that changed my beliefs where as I thought
maybe I knew what could be the best solution to say XYZ problem in the United States.
But, if I don’t know the community that I am serving, and I don’t ask for that consent for
me to actually be there, I thought that was something that I walked away thinking, “Oh, I
now understand that I need to have these conversations,” and also understanding the
traditions that each community has.
Beyond the broad encouragement and sharing of learned approaches to engage groups of
people, Fiona treasured the intimate, personal opportunities to speak with the Opus Prize finalist.
These conversations allowed her to engage during the site visit and to frame parts of her own
story.
[The Opus Prize finalist] was just so funny. So, the one thing I remember from [him] is
always engrained in my head, and it was what I talked about during the speech
introducing him [at my university], was that he kept saying “Go to school, go to school,
go to school.” And he and I had conversations about education and how he was trying to
relate to me and my culture and talking about how Asian Americans and their families
value education so much, because of the different opportunities that are open to you later
on in life. So, I was really thankful that he took the time to not only talk to me one-onone, but he did that with everybody that was on the trip with us… We all just felt like
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“Wow, this man has truly invested,” even if it was just a five to ten minute conversation.
It just felt like we were the only person in the room talking. So, he was just a true man of
God and someone who was like, wow, I am so glad to have met someone that is so
inspirational, as he was.
Fiona reported that the passion and genuine love that the Opus Prize finalist expressed for
his adopted community was infectious and mirrored by the others who worked at this
organization and those children they served.
I would say that in each individual that I met I saw this glowing passion that they had for
the work that they were doing in [their community]. Each person had their own story and
their own connection. It was very genuine to be embraced by these individuals. I would
say that especially for the little kids that we were meeting and interacting with us. It was
really like they were eager to learn from us, and they were eager to embrace us because
we were outsiders. It was very welcoming, and it was a true testament to the work that
they were doing over at the [Opus Prize organization]. There was one photo I remember
that this one little girl went up to me and grabbed my hand, and she really wanted to
dance because there was music. Dancing is something I really enjoy. Even though we
didn’t speak the same language, we are able to still communicate with one another in
something that we really enjoyed doing.
Each night, Fiona de-briefed and attempted to process the happenings of the day with the
other Opus Prize ambassadors and members of the delegation. Because of the levels of secrecy
for the locations of the Opus Prize finalists, Fiona intentionally wrote in a journal her emotions
and memories from the days, so she would be able to share the textured experiences with friends,
family, and her university at later dates when she could publicly speak about her Opus Prize site
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visit. These channels for reflecting with others were very important for Fiona as she grappled
with the realities of living on the same planet but in worlds apart from the community of the
Opus Prize finalist. Fiona recalled her complicated, daily emotional ups-and-downs.
A lot of joy as well as sadness, just seeing the privileges that I come from, being able to
go to a private, [religious] high school and college really opened my eyes that there is so
much injustice in the world, and that there is so much more I can do to help serve the
people, not only in my communities, but in other communities that are very similar to the
community that I had back in [her country of origin]. So, it was a mixture of feelings.
And, I am so thankful and so glad that the [Opus Prize organization] is doing what
they’re doing over there. So, that brought a lot of joy into my life. Especially seeing all
the students and all the teachers that were there, it was just seeing this rally behind such
an amazing cause.
Upon her return to her university, Fiona enjoyed sharing her Opus Prize site visit
experiences with the other Opus Prize ambassadors who travelled to different locations. Through
her participation as a member of her university’s Opus Prize Steering Committee and as an Opus
Prize ambassador, Fiona experienced the grand arc of the Opus Prize commitment for her
university.
Since the end of her Opus Prize commitments five years ago, Fiona reported that she
regularly checks the Opus Prize website to learn more about the history of the Opus Prize, future
university partners, and stories of other unsung heroes. Similarly, she corresponds with the Opus
Prize finalist she visited and tracks updates and news from the organization. Fiona does this
intentionally to be “continually reminded of the work that the [Opus Prize organization] is doing,
so that it is a constant reminder to myself that I was inspired by this. So, now what am I going to
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do, moving forward to make that change that I want to see in my own community?”
Fiona was quick to name a specific lesson she learned during her site visit five years ago
from the model and personal interactions with the Opus Prize finalist she met. Rather than
approaching individuals or a community with expectations or agendas or hoped-for outcomes,
Fiona reflected upon the importance of asking permission to be with people and learning about
them, rather than starting with the premise to focus on doing things for people.
I think the one thing that I’m taking away from the Opus Prize experience is that I need to
learn about my community and what the needs of the community are instead of putting
my own beliefs and attributes to solving the problem that I see in my community, because
I think that, although I may have great intentions to help alleviate some of the issues, I
could potentially be a cause or just feeding into that problem that’s already prevalent in
the surrounding communities. So, asking for permission, learning about the communities,
and then soliciting help, knowing that I don’t need to do this by myself. That more hands
make light work.
Fiona has adopted this into her professional protocol, and she anchors this awareness and
understanding from what she learned from the Opus Prize finalist during her site visit. She
currently works with a program that supports high school students most in need of scholarships
to attend local colleagues and universities. While in high school, Fiona was, herself, a participant
in this program and a recipient of scholarship funding. Yet, she has learned that her story is not
necessarily the same story as other students who enter this program and who might benefit from
similar support.
I have been able to recruit students in different areas that I think are the most in need of
the scholarship. So, I visit them, and then being able to read these students’ stories in
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their applications, I realized that there were sometimes that I felt like I knew how to help
a student. But then, I had to take that step back. And ask them: one, are you wanting help
in this area or, two, am I just impeding on your ability to fix this issue by yourself? And
so, it’s been a very big learning step in a way, not mothering the students too much, but
also letting them grow with some guidance, if they ask for it, from me and the program.
The university leadership named Fiona to be a member of their Opus Prize Steering
Committee, as she had previously distinguished herself as a student who would understand the
intents and opportunities of the Opus Prize program. Fiona acknowledges that she was already
predisposed to support and champion causes and engagements promoting awareness of and
commitments to social justice. She reflected, “I don’t think that any of my beliefs have changed
because of the experience. It has enhanced my beliefs and solidified what my beliefs are and how
I’m going to go about serving my community.” While Fiona’s personal beliefs may not have
changed through the experiences of the Opus Prize site visit, she is grateful that her horizons
were broadened through the unique and textured opportunity to serve as an Opus Prize
ambassador by visiting an inspiring community in a location that was new to her.
So, it was a life changing event. Being able to get outside of my bubble. I feel like I was
very comfortable in where I was at and knowing [my university’s city] and knowing [the
country of my heritage]. I didn’t feel the need to step out of that. And, so now being able
to get a glimpse of what globally is happening. I think that is what makes it life changing
is that there are amazing things happening all throughout the world that I can be part of
one day.
Grace’s Opus Prize Narrative
Grace had just finished her junior year of university studies when she made her Opus
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Prize due diligence site visit to a country in Asia; she traveled on the same visit as Fiona. She
was completing her Bachelor’s in Science of Nursing degree. The summer prior to her travels for
the Opus Prize, Grace participated with her university in a study abroad program in Zambezi,
Zambia with a focus of servant leadership. She credits this previous international experience with
helping to develop an appropriate framework for approaching the personal encounters of the
Opus Prize experience.
Okay, I’m coming in to listen. I really just want to be a fly on the wall to see [the Opus
Prize finalist], what his organization is like, and to really listen to his staff and the
children, just to try to get the most candid experience of what [the organization] did. I
think if you just come in knowing that you’re going to listen, you’re not bringing
anything with you, other than an open mind. To almost be as if you’re not even there,
disrupting it. Which was difficult to do in a country like [we visited], where we were a
big group of people from the United States. To see what just a normal day is at [the
organization]. And just really listen.
Grace stated her understanding that the opportunity to participate in these experiences
and encounters with the community of the Opus Prize finalist was the first part of her
commitment as an Opus Prize student ambassador. Her selection as a student ambassador also
required that she return to her university as a storyteller, helping to share insights and memories
with her university community. Grace sought to hear and learn all that she could while on her
site visit, so she would be able to prepare her campus community to welcome and meet the Opus
Prize finalist during their campus celebration six months later.
I guess I tried to go in with little expectation, in that, I’m not [a native of this country],
I’m not from [this] culture, so to be open-minded, I guess, was what I attempted to do and
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tried to do and to really just listen. I think it would have been hard to go in with specific
expectations of what I was going to see, but I guess I just looked at myself as more of a
sponge to absorb the experience and try to learn to the best of my abilities and put into
my own language what [the Opus Prize finalist] is doing for his community. And so, I
could be an ambassador for [my university] to say “Okay, I’m coming from this
[university] experience, this school, this major, and this is how I experienced what [the
Opus Prize finalist] was doing, so I could bring that back to campus. I looked at it as
almost like I was coming from [my university] to represent [my university] and to have
that experience, and then to put it in my own words about what [the Opus Prize finalist] is
doing for his community.
The location of the Opus Prize site visit had a specific influence on how Grace chose to
prepare for her travels. Grace sought to learn about the culture and language of the country she
was going to visit, as well as seeking to understand elements connected to and underlying the
persisting, social problems that the Opus Prize finalist was working to address. In fact,
attempting to learn some of the language was a pathway to connect better with people who were
living with some of these persisting, social problems.
It was unique, and it influenced my experience tremendously, because it was a culture
that, before being an Opus Prize ambassador, it was the culture that I really didn’t know
much about. I had never been to Asia. You know, [the country] has its own language, so
before I went, I brushed up on the very basics of [the language], because I think it’s
always very important to know “Hello” and “Thank you.” And whatever culture you’re
going in, and it’s very simple words like that, but if you don’t know those things, and
you’re not showing humility or trying to learn, then I think it closes a lot of doors. So, I
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wanted to open that up. Even if I was stumbling over my words, when I tried to learn
little phrases of [the language]. I think it just shows people that either you can laugh at
yourself or you respect their culture. So, you know, it was unique in that they speak a
different language, and it was a place I’d never been and only seen in pictures. So that
definitely added some challenges to the experience, but it also enriched it in different
ways.
The preparation was beneficial for Grace, as she was able to spend time during the site
visit with the larger community of the Opus Prize finalist, in addition to private, personal
moments with individuals in their homes.
The entire experience for me was about personal encounters and conversations with the
home health workers at the [organization] that we were able to follow around and got to
see how home health nurses work and take that from my own, you know, nursing student
perspective and try to absorb from that. We were able to spend time with the children and
the different staff members and see how they were touched by [the Opus Prize finalist].
So, I think that the conversations that I had with the people were my experience. That
was who I was listening to and trying to absorb from. I would call that like the entirety of
my experience were those conversations.
The personal encounters with individuals and the stories that were shared still influence
Grace today. She was especially moved by the witness of the Opus Prize finalist with whom she
spent five days. This Opus Prize finalist was born and raised in the United States, but he had
been living and serving within this overseas community for 46 years. Grace enjoyed the
opportunities to speak with him and to witness the loving ways in which he engaged with this
community that has adopted him as one of their own.
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[The Opus Prize finalist] had these kindergartens, and he started literally in the slums of
[his community]. And walking around and we would see him interacting with his
neighbors and his friends, and then coming back to have tea with him. And he would say
“It’s just, it is a privilege that my neighbors welcome me into my community. It is the
greatest privilege of my life that the poor and the broken and the wounded have accepted
me.” And I’ve never forgotten his words, because I always think about that now, when I
encounter someone that is homeless or someone that is in need or my patients in the
hospital. You know, I get emotional about it, because [the Opus Prize finalist] showed me
that it is such a privilege that me, with my abilities and the blessings and the
opportunities that I’ve been given, that someone who has struggled would still see me
and still accept me and still want to be my friend. You know, even though they’re poor or
they’re sick or they’re injured. And, I mean, I was just completely transformed by my
Opus Prize experience, if you can tell from the emotion in my voice. Just being able to
process that with [the Opus Prize finalist]. It is shocking how people live in our own
country. But seeing people in [his community] living in those conditions and still had so
much joy and respect and community. And then, seeing that [the Opus Prize finalist] is
trying every day to better their situations. It’s a very humbling experience.
The hospitality that was extended to Grace and the other Opus Prize ambassadors
provided daily occasions and invitations for listening and sharing, reflection and learning. Grace
noted that these amazing individuals and powerful stories were shared over cups of tea and while
walking through the neighborhoods of the community.
Probably the most impactful conversation I had during my experience there was with a
man named Kalong and his story. His story was told to me by [the Opus Prize finalist].
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Because Kalong is a man that suffers from severe mental disabilities. But it just totally
summarizes how [the Opus Prize finalist] ... It was a perfect summary for me of what is
in [the Opus Prize finalist’s] heart and how he acts in everyday life. He met Kalong when
he was a little boy outside of a 7-Eleven in their community. And he welcomed Kalong
in, and he started living at the kindergarten that [the Opus Prize finalist] started. And
Kalong, when he met [the Opus Prize finalist], he didn’t have a name, he didn’t have a
birthday, and he didn’t have a family. And [the Opus Prize finalist] gave him the name
“Kalong” which means “Little Lost Bird,” and he gave him a birthday. They set a date,
and he threw him a birthday party. And Kalong went through kindergarten with [the
Opus Prize finalist]—and [the organization] was founded on starting kindergarten.
Kalong took kindergarten 13 times. He went through kindergarten 13 times, just because
he loved it so much. And he is a beautiful artist, and he knows how to write his name, and
he’s just the total joy of [the organization’s] orphanage. And God, [the Opus Prize
finalist] just saw that Kalong was God-shaped and God-filled, and so much a part of what
this organization needed. And he made Kalong such a central part of it by having him
interact with the kids and taking classes and learning and growing. And then, because of
Kalong’s kindergarten training, he was able to get a job at a local noodle shop in their
community. And it is a family-owned business, and the family loved him so much that
they hired him on full-time and asked Kalong if he would come live with them because
he loved working, he loved the family, and they just got along so well. And so, the family
asked if they could adopt Kalong into their family full-time. And the foresight that [the
Opus Prize finalist] had... He treated everyone that way. He saw that Kalong was so
worthy of love, which he is, he gave him a name, he set his birthday, and now Kalong has
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the family that he’d always dreamed of. It just shows how [the Opus Prize finalist] has
that type of impact on people by just seeing their God-given potential and how special
and loved and holy they are. And he did that with everyone around him. And just having
conversations like that and meeting those people in real life and knowing their stories.
That was the whole experience for me, because, I mean, I still think about these
conversations and experiences because when you’re there... Although we were only in
[the city] for a total of five days and then two travel days. I mean, I’m still moved by
these conversations, and these moments where, I mean, my heart is just so tattooed with
that experience, that it’s shaped where I want to go with my life and how I want to treat
people and what my career looks like. I know I’m rambling, but I guess... It’s just
transports me back.
The experiences and rare privilege of the Opus Prize site visit framed for Grace the
personal stories and face-to-face opportunities to meet individuals. “It’s one thing to look at
statistics and say, ‘This many people suffer from HIV, or this many people are homeless, or this
percentage of children don’t go to school,’ and then it’s another thing to see it with your own
eyes.” Grace continued with a story of an encounter with the most vulnerable members of this
community and the need to protect and support those who do not have a champion. Grace
recalled “…meeting the two twin girls that [the Opus Prize finalist] actually purchased from their
parents, because the parents had their daughters up for sale for whiskey or for alcohol, and
actually meeting those girls and seeing them thriving in school and seeing them living at the
kindergarten. I mean just... Putting the face in your heart and tattooing that on your heart is
something that you can just never, never un-experience.”
These personal encounters and moving stories created a very emotional and impactful
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experience for Grace during the short, five days duration of the Opus Prize site visit. Grace
recalled being drawn into the stories and lives of the community, as she was inspired to consider
how she might contribute to the lives of others who are in need.
So many emotions. Oh, my goodness. I think one of them, one of the most profound
things I found about my experience of the Opus Prize was being so overwhelmingly
inspired by men and women so strong in their faith that they dedicated their lives to
acting it out in its fullest extent. To be completely honest with you, after I got back from
this experience, I considered joining a convent because I couldn’t see a better use of your
life than acting it out in a way that is so God’s complete mission. They had no
distractions in their life besides serving their communities to the best of their abilities
through the lens of their faith. And I was just so shaken by the sacrifice and the joys, and
they were so completely fulfilled. They didn’t want for anything in life besides just the
service of their neighbors. And I found that so so powerful that I really spent some time
thinking and praying on that, because after coming back from the Opus Prize, and I was
like any other use of my life would be a waste after seeing what the people are doing. So,
I really thought about that and prayed about it on my own life. So, it was just a
transformational experience, to the max. But I guess my main emotions... Just absorbing
that whole experience has definitely shaped where I want to go with the potential that
God has given me.
Grace later laughed, musing about her genuine discernment of a religious vocation as a nun. She
shared that she identifies as Christian, but not as Catholic. “I was like ‘Oh my gosh, I want to be
a nun after this!’ And then thinking about it… I realize that I can’t really be a nun if I’m not
Catholic. There’re not a lot of Christian nuns out there.”
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To help her process the powerful experiences she had each day, Grace relied upon a
friend back home in the United States with whom she could share and engage in dialogue.
So, every night I would go back to my hotel, and the time change between [home and the
Opus Prize site location] is escaping me now, but [my friend] always made a point to be
awake when I would return to my hotel. And I wanted to just process that experience
with my best friend. She would just kind of listen, and I would lay it all out there. And we
would be messaging. [Later] having almost a verbal, dialogue-type journal to reflect back
on my experience was really, really helpful. And [my friend] asks such thoughtprovoking questions and just really helped me to process this experience to a tee. Not
only did I write down what I was feeling, but I also had someone to dialogue with. That
was how I tried to try to keep what I was experiencing in real time, so that when I did
come back and write our reflection and process with our school that I had something to
refer to.
Upon her return to the United States, Grace and Fiona, the other Opus Prize ambassador
who was part of the same delegation, met a few times for coffee to share and process together the
shared experience. “She’s the only one that will ever understand everything that we experienced
together,” Grace noted. Additionally, Grace enjoyed sharing stories with the other Opus Prize
ambassadors who were members of other delegations to different sites. Grace reflected, “The
other ambassadors went through something similar, but not quite the same. So, talking about the
good and the bad and the ugly parts of what we saw, and then how we would prepare [to share
stories with our campus] was helpful.” Faculty mentors at her university, friends, and family
were valuable resources who helped Grace process the experience and enduring elements from
her Opus Prize site visit.
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Grace’s commitment to serve as an Opus Prize student ambassador was completed
following her university’s hosting of Opus Prize Week during the following fall semester.
However, Grace notes that elements of the site visit five years ago continue to impact and
influence her day-to-day life in very real-world ways.
Well, I’ve used this experience because it has totally shaped what I want to do with my
life. I’ve used it in interviews for different programs and jobs. It’s totally lit my heart on
fire for international health care and social inequities that exist throughout our world. So
as a nurse, being able to come into work every day and getting that privilege that I
learned from [the Opus Prize finalist] that the sick will accept me and will tolerate me
and be friends with me because I am able-bodied, and I am well, and they’re welcoming
me into such a raw and vulnerable place. I get to do that and practice that every day when
I go to work. And it’s such a privilege. So, it definitely reinforced that nursing is the right
profession for me, this experience.
When asked to describe how she has integrated the Opus Prize site visit experiences from five
years ago into her practical, professional work and actions, Grace reflected that the role models
of the Opus Prize finalists served to clarify for her the possibility and privilege of living her faith
through her vocational call in a professional world.
My career as a nurse, I feel like it’s a profound religious experience for me every day that
I come to work. When I come into work, and I clock in, I get struck with how I have
Jesus lying in the bed, in my patient bed, every single day when I go in, and he looks
different every single time I come into work. I try to treat everyone as if I get to take care
of Jesus today. And what an honor and what a privilege. I get emotional about it, because
I feel so strongly that what I’m doing, being able to help people in such a raw and
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vulnerable position is really what God intended for me to do. So, I feel really blessed that
every day that I get to come in, I get to practice my faith. And I had that passion going
into the Opus Prize, but also it was intensified by seeing it so well played out that other
people were doing the work of their faith in their life, like the home health workers, like
[the Opus Prize finalist I visited], and then getting to meet [the other two Opus Prize
finalists] when they came to campus and seeing that they were driven by their faith to do
their respective work, gave me the confidence and the hope that I could find a career, that
I can do the work of my faith.
In summarizing the enduring gift she received to be invited to participate as an Opus
Prize ambassador, Grace affirmed that she feels a resolution and commitment to give to the
world through active service, following the examples of the Opus Prize finalists she encountered.
Grace concludes, “I guess, I just want to live out my faith more through my actions than through
my words. And I’m going to do that through the work that I can contribute to my community.
So, I want my faith to be the driver for what I do with my life and what I’m doing with my life.
But I don’t necessarily want to talk about it; I just want to do it.”
Common and Distinct Themes Among Ambassadors’ Narratives
It is really cool to see the three of us in very different places in our lives, but also very
similar in one place. And all of us had this passion for social justice and are rooted in
faith. After the Prize, there’s something that will always keep you connected. So, Clark
and I will, if he comes to town, will get coffee, and the same with Diane. She lived here
for a while going to school, so we stayed connected. We still are connecting, and it’s just
something that like in any experience like that... It’s so difficult to describe because you
lived it together, and you felt it together, and you experienced the highs and lows. You
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will forever be connected. [Emily’s Narrative]
The seven Opus Prize ambassadors participated in due diligence site visits as members of
three separate delegations, enjoying encounters with three Opus Prize finalists and their
communities. While each delegation had similar travel itineraries and shared agendas during the
site visits with the Opus Prize finalists, each individual student ambassador had a separate,
personal experience of the Opus Prize. The personal story that each ambassador lived prior to
making the site visit prepared the individuals to experience, filter, and pay attention to unique
and specific elements of their site visits. It was helpful to compare the common and distinct
elements of each ambassador’s narrative. The four emergent themes that were identified through
this research include: influence of pre-site visit, personal stories; Opus Prize encounters;
processing privilege; and the enduring influences of hope and inspiration.
Influence of pre-site visit, personal stories. The Opus Prize student ambassadors
applied to participate in this unique program and were drawn to the opportunity for distinct and
individual reasons. Prospective student ambassadors are drawn to different ones of the six values
of the Opus Prize Foundation: (1) social entrepreneurship, (2) transformational leadership, (3)
sustainable change, (4) faith, (5) unsung hero, and (6) life of service (Opus Prize, n.d., “Our
Values”). Those students selected to be Opus Prize ambassadors were especially eager to witness
and learn more about one or more of these specific values embodied by the Opus Prize finalists
and their organizations. For some ambassadors, this eagerness to participate was connected to
curiosities and commitments to the theme of social justice, anchored in lived personal
experience, or tied to areas of academic interest. All seven Opus Prize student ambassadors
participated in significant preparation programming on campus, designed to help them have
understandings of the specific social issues against which “their” Opus Prize finalists were
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battling. Beyond this, each student ambassador brought to the Opus Prize program her or his life
story, personal curiosities, and expectations for how the world works. They each shared
examples of primary lenses through which they were eager to view the work of the Opus Prize
finalists and to engage with their communities.
Even before his selection as an Opus Prize student ambassador, Adam was drawn to learn
more about social entrepreneurship. Adam reflected that during the process to select the Opus
Prize student ambassadors, he was craving information to frame his potential participation.
Adam reflected:
I was like “Okay, I’m going to do this. I really want to drown myself. What is this [Opus
Prize] organization about? I’ve no idea what social entrepreneurship is.” So, I looked up
some books online, and I ran four miles to [a local bookstore]. Literally ran. My mom
had the car at the moment, and I was like “I need to get this information now, I can’t just
order it online!” I got them, ran four miles back, and started reading that night What is
Social Entrepreneurship? by David Bornstein.
As a woman of color, Beth expressed her interest to witness the lived experiences and
opportunities for women who were “multiple minorities and multiple un-privileged groups, like
women and women of color.” Beth’s own lived experience prior to the Opus Prize site visit
helped her to be attuned to this specific social element when she traveled to the Asian country
that is home for the Opus Prize finalist she visited.
Before participating in the preparation for his site visit, Clark claimed that he “was an
uneducated, in the middle of college sort of student with lots of opinions and not a lot of facts.”
The intellectual frames for his preparation helped him to feel confident going into the site visit
that he would be able to participate as a “non-profit evaluator” with a strong foundation and
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knowledge of the social, political, and legal elements that he would encounter on his site visit.
Diane had participated in a post-graduate service program for two years, and she had
completed two years of law school. Her experiences working in the social services sector and
studies in law school helped her form an understanding of what she was going to encounter, as
well as preconceptions for how best to promote sustainable change for the better. She was
prepared to compare and contrast the intimate work of the social service sector with the systems
focus from her law school classes.
While she participated in the preparations for the site visit and learned significant
elements for the social issues she would encounter during the site visit, Emily expressed her
eagerness to meet a person who was nominated as an “unsung hero.” Additionally, Emily’s
personal faith drew her to the opportunity to have an encounter with a leader who was nominated
for the Opus Prize as a faith-based, transformational leader.
Fiona was involved in her university’s steering committee for the Opus Prize, so she
learned about many of the prospective finalists for the Opus Prize before any of the site visits
were planned. She expressed a strong curiosity and concern to explore the “white savior
complex,” as the Opus Prize finalist she visited is a white male who is leading a community in
Southeast Asia.
The summer before her Opus Prize ambassador experiences, Grace traveled and
participated in a summer experience in Zambezi, Zambia with a focus of servant leadership. This
was the model for leadership that she brought with her to frame the encounters she was to have
with the Opus Prize finalist. Grace was excited and prepared to engage with a transformational
leader.
Each of the Opus Prize ambassadors had specific and individualized themes and foci that
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they were curious to explore during the site visits. They were each intellectually prepared in
theoretical senses to understand the social elements exerting forces on the Opus Prize
communities. This awareness and these preparations were very important. Grace reflected:
You’re never going to understand the social problem that isn’t in your community or in
your culture, but coming in with some type of knowledge about the community that
you’re entering. Not only does it show respect and humility that you’re entering into a
community that is not your own, but also you will be more educated, and it helps when
you are listening to these conversations. You can put it into a framework that makes more
sense.
However, as Clark reflected the first night of his site visit, this intellectual preparation
may not have been sufficient for the intensity and consistency of the personal encounters they
were having and would continue to have for the entire site visit. “I was just like ‘Oh my God,
what am I doing? Where am I? Who and I kidding? I’m no “non-profit evaluator.”’ Very lonely.
And, second-guessing myself.”
Opus Prize encounters. Mezirow’s (1990) theory of transformational learning is
predicated upon individuals having experiences that do not match up with expectations about the
world and how it works. These encounters force the individual to recalibrate or reimagine their
previous understandings. “Anomalies and dilemmas of which old ways of knowing cannot
makes sense become catalysts or ‘trigger events’ that precipitate critical reflection and
transformations” (Mezirow, 1990, p. 14). The Opus Prize ambassadors shared many personal
encounters and experiences that did not match expectations and that forced them to reflect and
seek new understandings.
Adam expressed how difficult it was to handle the intense and constant flow of difficult
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content and unforgettable texture.
It was just incredibly powerful, and it was like as soon as one experience was done, and I
thought that it couldn’t get any more powerful, we would go on to the next one, and it
was like just another wave of emotion and disgust and anger… It was only four days.
How is it that here, five years later, and I mean it takes my breath away. It literally leaves
me speechless in trying to recount what that experience was. That blows my mind still.
At one moment when the emotion of the experiences and social dynamics within the delegation
were too much for him, Adam walked away from a group gathering. He needed space to process
what he was experiencing and relied upon the guidance of the Executive Director of the Opus
Prize Foundation to help him determine appropriate channels and timelines to reflect and process
his experiences.
As a member of the same delegation, Beth described feeling “overwhelmed,”
“overstimulated,” and “uncomfortable” during her Opus Prize site visit. Four times during her
interview, Beth used the work “jarring” to describe the personal impact she was experiencing
from the encounters and realities of the Opus Prize site visit. She grappled with her own personal
story and some of the expectations of being an Opus Prize ambassador.
I always felt like one step behind everyone else in the conversation. And I was having
such a hard time processing it, like understanding it in my brain, that I felt that I could not
express that. It was really hard for me to express that to myself, first and foremost, and
also then to the people in my group.
Upon her return to the United States, Beth recalls staying in bed for extended periods as she
struggled and avoided trying to make sense of her experiences and reflections from the Opus
Prize site visit.
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While Clark acknowledged his loneliness as he grappled with the initial surprise of
feeling that he was not really prepared for the experiences he was having and about to have, the
impact of the encounters and stories continued to compound for him. It was through the children
and the babies who were within the care of the Opus Prize finalist’s organization that Clark
experienced a calming sense of peace where he could just be still. “I think that was at the end of
the trip, and I was super stressed out and kind of overwhelmed, and I just went to the baby room
and contributed for a little bit and had fun.”
Diane shared that the encounters and stories she heard during the Opus Prize site visit
caused her to change the definition of what it means to be successful. “And seeing what [the
Opus Prize finalist] is doing and how she’s helping women who are coming out of the criminal
justice system succeed helped expand that definition for me of what success looks like. It
depends on who you are and what your goals are and what walk of life you’re in at that point.”
Later, Diane explained a feeling of shame that she felt when listening to a story from a mother
who was in prison and shackled at a time when she was pregnant. “I mean I think what stuck
with me was almost a shame, to be honest. I mean a shame that I didn’t know this was
happening. A shame that I didn’t do anything about it, because I didn’t know it was happening.”
As a member of the same Opus Prize site visit delegation as Clark and Diane, Emily also
connected to the Opus Prize finalist’s organization through interactions with the children. Emily
was surprised that the children she met just wanted to play with her. “I anticipated to see hurt or
pain or a different life. And it was not that at all. I have a five-year-old brother at home, and he’s
doing the same thing with his dinosaur puzzle. It truly shows me the joy in children, in the
simplicity, I guess… And it totally rocked my world, just to see God in kids, too, like the joy.”
Fiona expressed the humbling experience of being so quickly and widely welcomed by a
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community that did not know her or her story. This openness was echoed through the warm,
welcoming embraces consistently offered by the members of the community to the Opus Prize
finalist. “It really was like they were eager to learn from us, and they were eager to embrace us
because we were outsiders. It was very welcoming, and it was a true testament to the work that
they were doing over at the [Opus Prize finalist’s organization].” This positive affection was
balanced by feelings of sadness that Fiona expressed, as she grappled with understanding her
own privilege in coming from the United States.
Grace was a member of the same delegation as Fiona. The powerful experiences of the
Opus Prize site visit left Grace praying and discerning a possible religious vocation to join a
convent. “To be completely honest with you, after I got back from this experience, I considered
joining a convent because I couldn’t see a better use of your life than acting it out in a way that is
so God’s complete mission.” In summarizing her entire experience, Grace framed the
opportunity to be an Opus Prize ambassador as an unexpected blessing in her life. “I was just
completely transformed by my Opus Prize experience, if you can tell from the emotion in my
voice. Just being able to process that with [the Opus Prize finalist]. It is shocking how people
live in our own country. But seeing people in [his community] living in those conditions and still
had so much joy and respect and community.”
Processing privilege. Black and Stone (2005) define social privilege as “any entitlement,
sanction, power, and advantage or right granted to a person or group solely by birthright
membership in a prescribed group or groups” (p. 245). All seven on the Opus Prize ambassadors
included the word privilege in their reflections of the opportunities of the Opus Prize experience
and site visits.
Uniformly, the seven Opus Prize ambassadors shared that they experienced the privilege
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of access, as the individuals and communities of the Opus Prize organizations were welcoming
and engaging. The Opus Prize ambassadors expressed their gratitude to individuals for being
open to sharing their personal stories and their appreciation to the organizations for facilitating
the opportunities that were uniquely parts of the Opus Prize site visit experience. All seven Opus
Prize ambassadors articulated the value and rare gift that they received through engaging in
dialogue and seeing the texture of the organizations from the position of an insider.
However, the power of privilege was expressed and understood differently by different
Opus Prize ambassadors.
Adam used the word privilege as a foundation for the moral imperative he now feels to
do all that he can for those who do not have the same access, resources, opportunities, and social
position that he experiences. For Adam, privilege is a motivator. In understanding his privilege,
Adam made a commitment to continue a connection with the Opus Prize organization. “I kind of
invested myself working with [the translator] as the primary way of feeling like it wasn’t just a
one-off thing or like it was some parentheses in my life, to make it feel like it was a little bit
more integrated with who I am and where I was going.”
As a woman who is Alaska Native and who experiences being of “multiple minorities
and multiple un-privileged groups,” Beth used the word privilege to describe the positionality
she felt, as for the first time, she was a member of the “in group,” participating and conducting
the evaluation of the Opus Prize organization. Beth struggled for many months with this
experience of cultural privilege and national privilege and the assumptions of having privileged
standing.
Clark expressed that through the Opus Prize site visit, he now knows things that he did
not know and could not have known before. He had the privilege of gaining experience. Clark
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feels a responsibility to speak up and suggest that others lead with empathy rather than judgment
when considering the lives of those and stories of those who are incarcerated. Clark has become
an intentional advocate.
Diane was a law student when she participated as an Opus Prize ambassador. Now she is
a practicing attorney. Diane was granted the professional privilege of adding real world texture
to what was previously only a theoretical understanding of specific elements of criminal law,
policy, and society. She reflected, “So, I think my academic understanding from a legal
perspective was deep in a certain way, but I didn’t have any kind of concrete experience or
understanding or really even knowing anybody who had been through that process.”
Through conversations and connections, Emily developed a relationship with the
Executive Director of the Opus Prize Foundation. Even beyond her commitments as an Opus
Prize ambassador, Emily continues to experience the privilege of mentorship. This started during
the Opus Prize site visit and has continued in the five years since.
[The Executive Director of the Opus Prize Foundation] is an unsung hero. He would hate,
he would never let you call him that, or praise him in any way, but that’s exactly what
makes him an unsung hero, too. He has so much knowledge, so much love, so much
faith. The reason he is so good at directing this Prize is because he 100 percent falls into
that exact same realm, and he has become such a mentor for me in all aspects of my life.
After I graduated, I reached out to him, because I wanted to take on this Opus Prize
mentality or the unsung hero mentality. How can we create social change in our everyday
life? I called him, and he was like “Read this book.” So, I read through the book, and I
realized that that change can be made by right where I am in [the community where I live
now]. So that’s kind of why I ended up staying here.
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Fiona was a member of her university’s Opus Prize steering committee. She experienced
the privilege of perspective. Fiona was aware of the entire pool of nominees considered for the
Opus Prize, and she participated in the intentional planning that her university did to select,
engage, and celebrate the inspiring work of their three Opus Prize finalists. As a member of the
inside group of campus planners, Fiona reflected:
Knowing that these were the top and the best that we had for nominations was like “Oh
my gosh, this is so amazing that people are giving us these names of people who are
world changers.” And then seeing the intentionality that we put in though the Opus Prize
in connecting students with the Opus Prize winners. We were able to connect with
different professors that wanted to bring the Opus Prize finalists into their classrooms, so
that more students can have interactions with them. I think that that was what I saw that
was very impactful from my experience. The work that was put in, as well as the
intentionality of everything.
Grace experienced the privilege of vocational confirmation. While she was completing
her studies in nursing, the opportunity to witness the Opus Prize finalist’s community engage in
home health care nursing provided a special window for Grace to experience and participate in
community health. She reflected on this vocational alignment:
So, [the Opus Prize site visit] definitely reinforced that nursing is the right profession for
me, this experience. And it has also helped me think about the future as far as what I
would like to do with my one wild and precious life and how I can impact my
community… I’m still working out where my piece is going to fit in the puzzle, but it’s
continuously inspiring me and challenging me, because I have incredible role models that
have done it.
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Enduring influences of hope and inspiration.
I walked away feeling like I could change the world. These individuals were doing such
incredible work. Obviously not alone, but they were like... They were the fuel. You
know, if you didn’t have [any of the three Opus Prize finalists] ... You needed to have
somebody who could inspire action. Someone who could see beyond where things were
and will something into existence [Adam’s Narrative].
In reflecting on the arc of their entire commitments as Opus Prize ambassadors, a
common and consistent theme was the inspiration that the ambassadors felt upon meeting people
with the vision to imagine a hope-filled future and the commitment to work until more socially
just communities are realized. These Opus Prize ambassadors reflected some of their specific and
current beliefs, attitudes, and actions that they attribute to the enduring inspiration from the
experiences and encounters that they had through the Opus Prize program five years ago.
Adam continued to question and struggle with his experiences as an Opus Prize
ambassador. The opportunity and experience to participate in the Opus Prize served as a tipping
point, as a catalyst for Adam to further commit to making the world a better place. Upon his
return from the site visit experience, Adam asked himself “What did [he] owe to the world?”
Through his intentional actions and as a moral commitment, Adam has sought to justify the
privileges and opportunities that he has experienced. Following the Opus Prize, he participated in
a summer internship in Haiti, where he connected with a previous Opus Prize finalist; he pursued
a study abroad program in Cameroon, where he gathered data for a global expert on social
entrepreneurship. Adam reflected, “That was another way of continuing to engage in this. I knew
that my life experience growing up was not normal. I wanted to be around more people who
could help ground me in what was normal. Or more normal in the world, you know, globally
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speaking.” Through persistence and dedication, Adam helped a member of the Opus Prize
finalist’s community to come to the United States for graduate school, understanding that “It’s
creating ripples, and it’s only the start.” Adam is currently in graduate school studying culture,
power, and sustainability at a university in Europe.
As a member of the same delegation as Adam, Beth was inspired by the Opus Prize
finalist and organization as they continue to have hope while fighting for basic human rights in
the face of adversity and historical discrimination.
You know, being a minority in [the United States] and having those experiences of
discrimination and then seeing it over there, there was some empathy that I had for the
people and the work they were doing, fighting against the discrimination. That was very
meaningful to me, seeing that cross-culturally.
Through her personal struggles with the new experience of being part of a privileged group, Beth
spent months grappling with her discomfort and the “jarring” Opus Prize site visit. Through the
support and encouragement to reflect and share with others what she honestly felt and
experienced, Beth found her voice. As she courageously shared with her university community
in public reflections about the Opus Prize, Beth learned that her vulnerability and voice are
valued. “Maybe not directly, but it was a really defining moment of my college career.” Having
experienced the validation of her own perspectives and voice through publicly reflecting on the
personal challenges of the Opus Prize, Beth now weaves into her professional protocol
intentional spaces to honor and encourage others to speak about their experiences. Beth
expressed that through the Opus Prize experience, she understands the value and importance of
learning from voices that might be critical. “Whenever I do site visits with our community, I
really try to make sure I get one-on-one time with the staff there and hear about their
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experiences. Because when we have team meetings, it is really hard to be critical and talk about
what can improve. But one-on-one, it is different. So, that is one thing that I do, because of Opus
and because of my experience.”
Clark found inspiration in collective power forged into a community that is willing to be
adaptive in its approaches and committed to the individual needs of each person. His Opus Prize
experience was anchored in the realization of the importance to promote social justice through
systemic change and concurrently to model charity through concern for the immediate needs of
the individual. These Opus Prize finalists— “saints in the world”—do both.
The power of [the Opus Prize finalist’s organization] was just that environment that
hopefulness that permeated everyone. And you get that from small community leaders,
not from people speaking from far away about hope. It’s people speaking in your living
room about hope. So maybe that’s why, that’s another way to spin it positively, is the
way to have the best impact is to operate how [the Opus Prize finalist] does: small, local,
and super caring. I guess that’s why they’re necessary.
Upon graduation from his university, Clark made the decision to attend law school. “[The Opus
Prize site visit] was one of the things that helped me decide to go to law school, for sure.” In the
future, Clark would like to commit to work within state politics as an advisor to help inform
public policy. “More generally, I think it just instilled a belief in me about taking action. The
notion is that if there are problems or things in the world that you don’t like or don’t think are
going the right way, there’s never a bad time to go and try and do something about it.”
Diane was inspired by the commitment of the Opus Prize finalist to forecast and multiply
the positive impact of support for future generations.
[The Opus Prize finalist’s] work really is making a tangible difference for thousands and
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thousands of people, and it’s not just the moms that she’s helping, it’s the generation that
are going to come after them. So, the kids who are in [the organization’s] community are
being provided with resources so that they’ll be successful and happy individuals. And
then their kids will be, so it’s really the power of that domino effect.
Through previous commitments to promote social justice, Diane expressed how grateful she was
to have had another opportunity to add significant texture to her professional perspectives. “I
think tangibly what attracted me to being involved in the Opus program is my commitment to
social change and social awareness. So, I think that’s a theme that’s been in my life before,
during, and after. I think it’s enriched my experience and enriched my belief and ability to be a
public servant, but maybe not caused it.”
Emily found the Opus Prize finalist to model what it means to be “whole-hearted.” The
Opus Prize finalist was known by everyone in the neighborhood, and she knew everyone in the
neighborhood. “Like this idea of social justice, it’s so much greater than what I had before. The
idea of living for and with others, that ‘with’ part is so much greater.” Emily works for a national
corporation. Through her Opus Prize experience, Emily came to understand that she does not
need to travel to other cities or countries to make a difference. Through her work, Emily can
participate in prosocial, community-building efforts that are also personally fulfilling.
Even though the community that she visited was very poor, Fiona was filled with hope
and optimism because of the passion and commitment modeled by those who worked within the
Opus Prize finalist’s organization. However, they were a community of individuals. Fiona was
impressed and inspired by the personal and authentic interest that the Opus Prize finalist took in
getting to know each of the Opus Prize ambassadors and their individual stories. While the
student ambassadors were part of a delegation group, they, too, were a community of individuals
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with their own, unique stories. Fiona has translated this model from the Opus Prize finalist into
her current work with a program to support high school students in need of scholarships for
college. As a past participant in this program when she was in high school, Fiona has a
significant understanding of many of the social, historical, and economic factors that may
influence students’ lives. From the Opus Prize finalist, Fiona learned how important it is to ask
permission to be with people, to work with them, and to serve them. “I think the one thing that
I’m taking away from the Opus Prize experience is that I need to learn about my community and
what the needs of the community are instead of putting my own beliefs and attributes to solving
the problem that I see in my community.”
The Opus Prize site visit was very short, but the inspiration was significant for Grace.
“We were only in [the city] for a total of five days and then two travel days. I mean, I’m still
moved by these conversations, and these moments where, I mean, my heart is just so tattooed
with that experience, that it’s shaped where I want to go with my life and how I want to treat
people and what my career looks like.” As a nursing student, Grace enjoyed opportunities to
connect with some of the medical experiences that were parts of her site visit. These seemed to
further confirm for her that nursing was the right vocational fit for her.
It’s totally lit my heart on fire for international health care and social inequities that exists
throughout our world. So as a nurse, being able to come into work every day and getting
that privilege that I learned from [the Opus Prize finalist] that the sick will accept me and
will tolerate me and be friends with me because I am able-bodied, and I am well, and
they’re welcoming me into such a raw and vulnerable place. I get to do that and practice
that every day when I go to work. And it’s such a privilege.
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Summary
This chapter included retelling of the Opus Prize narratives for all seven participants and
a discussion of the common and distinct themes that emerged from the participants’ stories and
experiences. Four themes emerged from this research. Each research participant filtered the
experiences of the Opus Prize through the deep and unique perspectives of personal narratives,
preparations, and expectations. These pre-site visit, personal narratives influenced the ways in
which the participants experienced the texture of the personal encounters that all seven of the
participants had during the Opus Prize site visits. While they shared site visit itineraries with
other Opus Prize student ambassadors, they were each prepared for, paid attention to, and sought
to make sense of their encounters and experiences through the lenses of their unique personal
narratives. Through various means of reflecting upon their personal encounters with the Opus
Prize finalists and communities, participants indicated that they had moments of awareness of
unique and multiple experiences of privilege. Since the conclusion of their formal commitments
to the Opus Prize program five years ago, each participant shared personal memories from the
Opus Prize that influence and guide specific current beliefs, attitudes, and actions.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
The purpose of this qualitative study was to describe transformative components of
learning experiences for university students who participated in a philanthropic universitycommunity partnership. The seven participants for this study participated in the Opus Prize
program as university students in a previous year. Through sharing their stories, their reflections,
and their personal journeys, each participant contributed her or his own narrative to the collective
expression of the experience of what it means to be an Opus Prize student ambassador. The Opus
Prize Foundation hopes that these experiences for university students will have a transformative
influence in the lives of these young people. The hope is that the rare opportunity to have
personal encounters with the communities of the Opus Prize finalists will help the student
ambassadors see the world differently, see themselves differently, and envision greater and
deeper avenues to participate within their communities to pursue a more socially-just future. The
Opus Prize site visit is intended to serve as a catalytic experience to change the student
ambassadors through the unique model of the Opus Prize program.
Research Conclusions
Opus Prize student ambassador experience through the lens of transformative
learning theory. Mezirow (2000) states that “Transformative learning refers to the process by
which we transform our taken-for-granted frames of reference (meaning perspectives, habits of
mind, mind-sets) to make them more inclusive, discriminating, open, emotionally capable of
change, and reflective so that they may generate beliefs and opinions that will prove more true or
justified to guide action” (pp. 7-8). As Kiely (2005) suggests, the hope of transformative learning
is that experience results in the learner being “empowered by learning to be socially-responsible,
self-directed, and less dependent on false assumptions” (p. 7). However, the mere opportunity to
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have such a specially designed experience does not necessarily translate or guarantee that the
encounters will result in a transformative learning outcome (Daloz, 2000).
So, did the Opus Prize program include components and experiences that yielded
transformative learning opportunities for participating student ambassadors? In Mezirow’s
(2000) transformative learning theory, a disorienting experience causes the learner to reflect
critically on observations and assumptions that do not match with the learner’s current reality.
Through dialogue and discourse, the learner seeks to weigh the new evidence and experiences in
seeking to come to a more accurate understanding of the world and how it works. For Mezirow
(2009), an important element of reflection through discourse is the ability of the learner to
imagine a reality different from the one that is preconceived. With these new insights and
understandings, the transformed learner is positioned to act with intentionality as a participant in
the world.
Viewing the site visit experiences and evolving narratives of the Opus Prize student
ambassadors through the lens of transformative learning theory highlights key elements that
seem to have had transformative influences in the lives of these research participants.
All seven participants used their own words to describe specific events and continual
themes that would qualify as Mezirow’s (1990) disorienting dilemmas or trigger moments that
led to transformative opportunities. Adam noted the layer upon layer of emotion and the
powerful experiences that were overwhelming and kept coming in waves; Beth reflected that the
“jarring” nature of the site visit caused her to sleep for much of the next two weeks, as she
struggled with processing what she experienced; Clark indicated that when he was on his site
visit, he felt ill-prepared and stressed out; Diane confessed that she felt a sense of shame at
hearing some of the stories shared during the site visit; Emily’s preconceptions did not match the
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reality of her visit, and this “rocked [her] world”; Fiona lamented a real sadness as she sought to
come to terms with the growing disparities between her life at home and the reality of life for the
community she visited; and, Grace was so moved by the powerful witness of many devout
individuals that she began to discern a religious vocation to join a convent, and that the words of
the Opus Prize finalist she met are now tattooed on her heart. The Opus Prize site visit
experiences included many specific and general disorienting dilemmas and trigger moments that
served as catalytic tipping points that required the student ambassadors to initiate processes and
seek out resources to try to make sense of what they had experienced.
In seeking to form more accurate and viable understandings of the world, Mezirow
(2009) suggests that learners engage in critical self-reflection and active discourse to transform
their frames of reference and habits of mind. Daily journaling and personal writing served as aids
for many of the student ambassadors in their efforts to remember those encounters and events
that they wanted to process and recall at later dates. The Opus Prize student ambassadors pursued
many different individuals, resources, and institutional opportunities to help them with the
processes of critical reflection on the past and envisioning better outcomes and engagements for
the future. These supporting mechanisms for reflecting on the Opus Prize experiences included
speaking with fellow student ambassadors, formal dialogic meetings for the ambassadors
facilitated by their university, community mentors, friends, family, and the experienced
Executive Director of the Opus Prize Foundation. Additionally, their university hosted speaking
platforms for the students to share publicly their Opus Prize site visit experiences and to invite
others into conversation about the Opus Prize finalists.
As learners begin to conceptualize more accurate and viable understandings of the world
that better match their lived experiences, Mezirow (2009) suggests that these lead transforming
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learners to act upon these improved perspectives, as engaged participants in the world. Through
action and experimentation, the transformed learner can test these newly revealed and emerging
understandings. The impact of transformative learning is a more critically valid justification of
one’s thoughts, feelings, and actions. The research participants within this study indicated that
they do anchor many of their recent choices and current actions as resulting from their
experiences as Opus Prize student ambassadors. Adam devoted significant time to a commitment
he made to bring an individual from the Opus Prize finalist’s community to the U.S.; he later
sought out the counsel and collected data for a world expert in social entrepreneurship, and he
has embarked upon graduate school in Europe to study culture, power, and sustainability. Beth
now employs a communications protocol when she visits Native communities, as she seeks to
guarantee that she has one-on-one time to hear and include each voice in critical conversations;
after the conclusion of the interviews for this study, Beth shared that she has recently begun
doctoral studies. Clark was a biology major when he made his Opus Prize site visit; he is in his
third year of law school, eager to pursue a career in public policy analysis and writing. Diane
indicated that her commitments to social justice and advocacy as an attorney were not caused by
her Opus Prize experiences, but that the texture and quality of the encounters certainly enhanced
her understandings and professional dedication. In seeking to adopt an “Opus Prize mentality”
following her site visit experiences, Emily commits to acting “whole-heartedly” in her local
community and through her job in corporate America. Fiona recalls the words of the Opus Prize
finalist she met during the four days site visit, as she now asks permission before seeking to
engage and advise the individuals and communities she encounters through work. Through the
model of the faith-based, change maker she encountered in the Opus Prize finalist she visited,
Grace sees her work as a nurse as a holy vocation, and it stoked the fire for an emerging interest
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in international health care.
The opportunity to be an Opus Prize ambassador attracts students for different reasons.
The Opus Prize program offers the promise for rare and privileged access to encounter
remarkable individuals and communities that are often on the margins of their societies. The
Opus Prize site visits and successive protocol for reflection do not guarantee that student
ambassadors will be transformed by the opportunity. Each student’s story is distinct, and each
student ambassador’s journey is unique. However, the Opus Prize student ambassadors who
shared their narratives as research participants in this study would suggest that the commitment
to serve as an Opus Prize student ambassador forms a crucible for personal transformation.
Through the Opus Prize program, student ambassadors are transformed by including one’s past
stories, expectations, and experiences; making oneself open and vulnerable to hold in sacred trust
the stories told during the site visit encounters; critically reflecting and grappling with an
awareness of others’ struggles and one’s own deeply personal experiences of social privilege;
and through envisioning the future, as seen through the eyes of the hope-filled and inspiring
Opus Prize finalists.
Opus Prize student ambassador experience in comparison to previous research. The
seven participants for this research study participated and traveled to the communities of three
Opus Prize finalists: two international locations and one location within the United States. While
a visit to a foreign country may at first appear to offer more exotic opportunities for visitors to
have unexpected, disorienting dilemmas, the impact of the site visit experience does not appear
to be of a lesser quality for the three Opus Prize student ambassadors who traveled to the site
within the United States. They reflected having very deep and powerful experiences of insight
and inspiration, as did the four Opus Prize student ambassadors who traveled to the international
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locations. This mirrors a conclusion of Hartman and Kiely (2014) who indicate that disorienting
dilemmas are not solely the provenance of internationally-based immersive experiences;
domestic locations with culturally marginalized populations can trigger transformational learning
opportunities. Similarly, the Opus Prize ambassadors reflected that the extremely short length of
time for their site visits did not limit the depths of the quality of their memories and the impact of
the experience. This parallels previous research that concluded that personal transformation is
possible through short-term, immersive experiences (Jones, Rowan-Kenyon, Ireland, Niehaus, &
Skendall, 2012; Perry, Stoner, & Tarrant, 2012).
Ambassadors noted the consistent layering on of additional texture with each successive
Opus Prize site visit conversation and experience. These left them feeling overwhelmed,
overstimulated, and exhausted, creating deep and meaningful moments that were jarring and
shame-inducing, as well as joy-filled and awe-inspiring. These disorienting dilemmas were
triggered by both people and places. Similar to findings by Kiely (2005) and Parker and Altman
Dautoff (2007), the personal encounters with individuals and the textual stories that Opus Prize
student ambassadors heard were some of the strongest and most powerful connections that
continued to endure in the minds of the students. McLaughlin and Johnson (2006) note that it is
this “unbuffered context” of the experience that provides the raw elements from which to make
connections and fashion more informed world views. After the site visits, each Opus Prize
student ambassador had new experiences, rich texture, and personal understandings that now
needed to be woven into their individual narratives. Some of these experiences were processed
during the site visit, while other encounters took months and years of active reflecting and the
sense of their meanings is still being determined. The reflective process was named as difficult
and painful, joy-filled and eye-opening.
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The seven participants affirmed the importance, benefit, and need of having support
networks to help them each process and reflect upon the experiences of the Opus Prize site visit.
The support networks included those who were members of the same site visit delegation, those
student ambassadors who participated as members of other site visit delegations and traveled on
other site visits, faculty and staff members at their university, and friends and family. This
mirrors the findings of Ritz (2011) who notes the special roles that faculty and staff members can
play in providing safe spaces for students to reflect and grapple with the emerging
understandings from potentially-complicated site visit experiences. Participants’ narratives
echoed the importance of these on-campus resources as familiar sources of support.
In a similar role but along a different path, the Executive Director of the Opus Prize
Foundation was named by multiple student ambassadors as playing a central and pivotal role in
their meaning making and reflective processing of the experiences of the Opus Prize site visits.
He is at the center of a triangle connecting the Opus Prize Foundation, the partner university, and
the Opus Prize finalists. The Executive Director of the Opus Prize Foundation has the primary
responsibilities to coordinate the travel logistics for the site visit and to guarantee the physical
safety of all members of the site visit delegations during the travels to the communities of the
Opus Prize finalists. In a capacity similar to that of the university’s faculty and staff members,
the Executive Director is also present to minister to the psychological wellbeing of the
ambassadors during the site visit experiences. Yet, he has a perspective different from the
university’s faculty and staff members: The Executive Director has accompanied students,
faculty and staff, and 14 university communities through their experiences and celebrations of
the Opus Prize program. The student ambassador participants for this study were drawn to the
Executive Director, and he was specifically named in several interviews as an important resource
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and support. These personal friendships and several of these mentoring relationships between the
student ambassadors and the Executive Director were forged in the Opus Prize site visit
experience, and they continue to this day.
Black and Stone (2005) define social privilege as “any entitlement, sanction, power, and
advantage or right granted to a person or group solely by birthright membership in a prescribed
group or groups” (p. 245). All seven of the Opus Prize student ambassadors included the word
privilege in their reflections of the opportunities of the Opus Prize experience and site visits. The
Opus Prize student ambassadors noted that they did nothing to merit or deserve the opportunities
and invitations that were parts of the site visits to meet and develop relationships with the
inspirational Opus Prize finalists they encountered through the program. Their university
selected them because of who they were, but also because of who they might become through the
Opus Prize experience.
For the former student ambassadors who participated in this study, the Opus Prize site
visits were opportunities with consequences. Through embracing the grace and privilege of
access to the individuals within the Opus Prize communities and their stories of vulnerability, the
Opus Prize ambassadors were forced to grapple after of the site visits with the consequences of
seeing things and hearing stories from others’ narrative that the ambassadors could not simply
choose to exclude form their memories. The Opus Prize student ambassadors could not choose to
un-see and un-hear. In sharing their reflections through this study, the Opus Prize student
ambassadors each noted the difficulties they experienced through the comparisons between the
taken-for-granted privileges of their lives at home and as university students and the stark, every
day realities of the lives of many of the members of the communities of the Opus Prize finalists.
As a common filter, the Opus Prize ambassadors returned from the site visit experiences and
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seemed to struggle with needing to answer the question “What am I supposed to do with this
knowledge, these new insights, and these texturized understandings?” Or more precisely, as
Adam suggested with his own self-reflections on his place and privilege in the world, answering
the question “What do I owe the world?”
The Opus Prize ambassadors’ answers to these questions are living and evolving
understandings of who they are in the world and the opportunities that they have and will have to
participate in creating and pursuing a better tomorrow for their communities and the world. In
the narratives of the ambassadors, the experiences of the Opus Prize site visit continue to serve
as anchors of hope and sources of inspiration. The deeply textured memories and broadened
understandings of the world have endured to this day. This echoes the conclusions of Ngai’s
(2006) research into the co-curricular and service-learning experiences for students that have
“…the capacity to transform lives, to touch the heart as well as the mind” (p. 174). Through the
experiences and reflections of the Opus Prize program, the ambassadors are now themselves
different than they were prior to the site visits, and they have developed textured, more accurate
understandings of the world in which they live.
Limitations
While the interviews conducted with participants yielded rich, textural narratives, several
limits to the study must be addressed. These are framed as limitations that are temporal, textural,
and evaluative.
Temporal limitations. The interviews with participants were conducted several years
after the initial events and experiences of participation as Opus Prize student ambassadors. While
the passage of time was necessary in order to ask questions about the durability of the impact of
the experience and the enduring memories of personal encounters, participants may have
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forgotten other moments and texture that would have been more easily recalled, had interviews
occurred closer to the dates of their site visits. The design of this study was not a pre-/postexperience series of interviews to compare students’ understandings as they were being
processed and evolving. Rather than using present tense verbs to capture participants’ real-time
experiences, this study asked participants to recall how they thought and felt several years ago,
prior to the experience of the Opus Prize site visit. While this is a limit to this study, this may
turn into a future opportunity, as the participants could be invited in 3-4 years to participate in
another interview about their memories of the Opus Prize, offering another window to learn
which elements and memories of the experience continue to persist.
Textural limitations. Another potential limitation for this study is the lack of a
preexisting personal relationship and history between the participants and me. Participants were
introduced to me through a mutually-known intermediary. However, participants did not know
me before this. While this separation and more removed position may be a benefit in many
studies, within this study, participants were asked to share very personal memories, emotional
content, and potentially-disorienting experiences. Given the professional position of the
intermediary who brokered the connections between and participants and me, it is possible that
participants filtered their responses and limited their sharing to include only reflections that
would be favorable or that would portray their university in certain lights. Along a parallel path,
given the professional position that I hold in connection to the Opus Prize, it is possible that the
participants filtered their responses to include stories and texture that they thought would be
helpful to and for me, but may not necessarily have been complete accounts. Given the publiclyhonored and celebrated opportunity that the participants experienced through their participation
as Opus Prize student ambassadors, it is possible that participants did not want to offer criticisms
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of the Opus Prize Foundation, of the process established by their university, or critiques of the
ambassadorial protocol that includes the Opus Prize site visit experiences.
Evaluation limitations. Seeking to reflect narratives with accuracy and fidelity to their
lived experiences, participants engaged in the practice of member checking at two stages:
checking the verbatim transcripts of the recorded interviews and then later confirming the
accuracy of my processing and summarizing of the participants’ Opus Prize narratives. While the
participants did engage in these reflective, confirmatory, and editorial phases, I may have missed
key elements or primarily focused on experiences that were of secondary or tertiary value to the
participants. In hearing seven unique accounts of participants’ lived experiences of the Opus
Prize, I may have unintentionally weighted some narratives more heavily than others and
determined specific moments to be of more critical importance than others. Potential biases of
mine are addressed in the following statement of my positionality.
Statement of Positionality
As the researcher conducting this study, I approached this project with both personal and
professional biases. While I have sought to limit these influences from coloring or clouding my
collection and interpretations of the data, these frames were certainly filters through which I
sifted the participants’ narrative accounts of their Opus Prize experiences. I have had many life
experiences that I describe as transformative. These have had impacts on my personal and
professional development and life decisions. Additionally, my connection and interest in the
transformative potential of participation in the Opus Prize experience is more than intellectual
curiosity and connects with a professional commitment.
In discussions I have with university students, I often reflect that one of the most
powerful lessons I have learned from travel is that “Different does not mean better or worse;
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different means different.” This overarching valuation of diversity stems from encounters I have
had with others while traveling for personal enjoyment and professional purposes. I have visited
27 foreign countries, including having worked in Italy for one year and having worked in
Australia for two years. This included the deeply-immersive experience of living with an
Aboriginal Australian community for four, one-week periods. While I have basic competencies
communicating in French and Italian, my reliance on English has put me at a linguistic
disadvantage in many places I have visited. As a practicing Roman Catholic, I carry an interest
and appreciation for religion with me as I travel. This has been especially important when
traveling to places with significant Buddhist, Taoist, Muslim, and Hindu populations.
Experiences of others’ customs, foods, practices, sports, and celebrations of holidays are
elements that contribute to the mosaic that forms my understanding and identity as a citizen of
the world. I would describe each of the many, unique experiences I have had as having textural
and structural impacts on the person I am today. I have been transformed, and I continue to
develop and refine my understandings of the world.
As a university employee, I coordinate and contribute to campus discussions about
personal growth, development, and formation. These happen through programming to support
the development of specific habits and leadership attributes, with the expectation that
participating students will be different at the end of the programs than they were when they
initially started. As an example, I team-teach a university theology class in which the final
assignment is for each student and each professor to share a personal story of moral formation or
transformation. I live in a professional world and I work at a university where we speak about,
expect, and encourage engagement with the world and reflection to lead to transformation.
My interest in exploring the transformative potential of the Opus Prize relates to my role
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as the chair of the Opus Prize Steering Committee for my university’s commitment to select,
host, and celebrate the 2018 Opus Prize. This doctoral research was conducted on a timeline
concurrent with my commitments to coordinate the next Opus Prize. My professional, personal,
and academic lives are all intertwined in the present moment. I am living in the world of the
Opus Prize.
In the privileged role that I have in serving as the chair of the 2018 Opus Prize Steering
Committee, I communicated with five professional colleagues who directed past Opus Prize
celebrations on their university campuses. This unofficial coaching included phone
conversations, the sharing of documents from past Opus Prize celebrations, suggestions, and
professional reflections. As I have been a beneficiary of this mentoring from those who have
already walked this Opus Prize path, I am prepared and preparing to help future colleagues who
will host upcoming Opus Prize celebrations at future university partner institutions. I will have
my own documents, suggestions, and reflections to share.
Beyond these intercollegiate connections, as a university we have developed a dynamic
network of domestic and international partners who participated in the confidential nomination
process for the Opus Prize. I have learned about the work that many potential Opus Prize
finalists are doing within their communities all around the world. I now have a better
understanding of the breadth, depth, and impact of the work that many other organizations are
doing in their communities. Additionally, we have developed ties with local social service
providers and interested civic partners who are eager to support our students and engage with
Opus Prize finalists when they are on our campus and in our community. Perhaps most
significantly, I was principally involved with the process my university created to select the
students and faculty who traveled and participated in the due diligence site visits for the 2018
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Opus Prize. We identified students and faculty eager to rise to the challenge of travel for site
visits, and who understood the expectations and requirements that we would have for them in the
future. During the experience these students and faculty will have with the 2018 Opus Prize, we
hope that they will be personally transformed by the process and that they will channel these
changes to help us transform our campus conversations and impact our community.
We are biased that transformation is possible. A university subcommittee of colleagues
that I selected created a formation program to prepare our six students and three faculty members
in advance of their Opus Prize site visits. The guiding question we used in our formation
program for the nine Opus Prize Ambassadors was “How can we best become people who are
capable of being formed by such Opus Prize encounters?”
Through the research and data collection protocol of this research study, I sought to
explore if past student participants would describe the experience of the Opus Prize as being
transformative in its impact and influence on their current values, beliefs, and behaviors. The
Opus Prize Foundation states that these are transformational experiences. While I did not travel
as a member of an Opus Prize site visit delegation, my experience of the Opus Prize included
opportunities to learn about the struggles and hopes of inspiring communities around the world,
to dream and design platforms for conversation with campus colleagues and civic community
members, and the rare privilege to interview and speak with more than 20 past and present Opus
Prize faculty and student ambassadors.
In a word, I would say that the Opus Prize has been transformational for me.
Practical Implications
The narratives of these seven past Opus Prize student ambassadors have already
contributed a practical benefit. In the spring of 2017, the Opus Prize Foundation chose the
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University of Portland as the partner university for the selection and presentation of the 2018
Opus Prize. As partner for the Opus Prize, the University of Portland incorporated in its
preparation and reflection programming for student and faculty ambassadors some of the frames
and terminology that were suggested in these research interviews and participants’ narratives.
Additionally, these results and conclusions may offer practical benefits for future Opus Prize
partner universities.
Naming the role of Opus Prize site visit participants. Specific insights shared by Clark
during his interview contributed to the University of Portland’s choice for how to label
accurately the role its student and faculty participants would play and expectations for that role.
Clark reflected that part of the student participants’ preparation for their upcoming Opus Prize
due diligence site visits included working with his university’s business faculty to learn about
how non-profit organizations work. Clark noted that the student participants were named “nonprofit evaluators.” However, Clark shared that during his Opus Prize site visit, he honestly
reflected “Oh my God, what am I doing? Where am I? Who am I kidding? I’m no ‘non-profit
evaluator.’” The University of Portland named the students and faculty who travelled on Opus
Prize due diligence site visits as Opus Prize Ambassadors. The choice for this designation was
made, as participants were expected to travel from the University of Portland to another
community, to represent the University in conversations with others, and then to return to the
home community to share stories in preparation to receive return visits from representatives of
the Opus Prize communities.
Including mental health and counseling support for Opus Prize ambassadors. In
their interviews, research participants for this study indicated that they experienced a variety and
depth of emotions during their site visits and then through their private and communal processes
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of reflection. These emotions and experiences were parts of the disorienting dilemmas the
participants named. Adam emphasized the continual layering of complex texture upon texture
during the entire site visit experience. Beth used the words “jarring” and “overwhelming” do
describe her site visit; she slept for the better parts of two weeks upon returning from her site
visit. Clark indicated that at moments he felt “ill-prepared” and “stressed out” during the site
visit. Diane noted that she felt a sense of “shame” for not knowing about the treatment of some
fellow citizens and their experiences of the legal system. Emily indicated that witnessing the
similarities and differences from her home during the powerful experience “rocked [her] world.”
Fiona remembered the senses of deep sadness and amazing joys that were elements from her site
visit experience. Grace still channels the inspiration from her site visit experience and stated that
“the words of the Opus Prize finalist are tattooed on [her] heart.”
In response to the potential need for counseling support, the University of Portland’s
Opus Prize student ambassadors were reminded that the University’s Health and Counseling
Center was an optional, additional campus resource available to help them process their Opus
Prize site visit experiences. Prior to the site visits, the Assistant Director for Counseling and
Training at the University Health and Counseling Center was made aware of the names of
student ambassadors, locations to be visited, social issues likely encountered, and dates of the
upcoming Opus Prize site visits. His name, contact information, and expressions of availability
and eagerness to support students were communicated to Opus Prize student ambassadors in
advance of their site visit travels.
Opus Prize site visits as immersive encounters. Through interviews with the seven
research participants for this study and in additional conversations with other universities’ past
Opus Prize student and faculty ambassadors, the word encounter emerged as the best description
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for the deep and personal experiences of human interaction and authentic engagement with
others that occur during the Opus Prize site visits. While the travels were named as due diligence
site visits and required evaluation of organizations as parts of the visit, past Opus Prize
ambassadors described the site visits more accurately as immersion experiences. Each university
that partners with the Opus Prize Foundation relies upon its own campus resources, experts, and
institutional strengths to prepare and support its Opus Prize delegations.
With this understanding of the Opus Prize site visits as immersion experiences and
opportunities for deep, personal encounters with faith-based, humanitarians, data from this study
encouraged the University of Portland to draw upon professional expertise from campus
collaborators in the offices of Campus Ministry, the Department of Theology, the Moreau Center
for Service & Justice, and Residence Life to create and execute the preparation and support
programs for its Opus Prize ambassadors. The focus was to lead into these immersive encounters
from positions of compassion and mercy, rather than judgment and evaluation.
Accompaniment of future Opus Prize university partners. Understanding that other
universities will prepare for and pursue their unique experiences with the Opus Prize in future
years, the University of Portland will have the opportunity to serve in a mentoring capacity for
those who will follow. In addition to sharing documents, timelines, and structural elements for
the execution of the Opus Prize, the University of Portland can communicate the unique and
textured answers to why ambassadors were prepared in specific ways, how we came to these
understandings, and, broadly, what we learned before, during, and through the arc of the entire
2018 Opus Prize program. These may help to position the next and future Opus Prize universities
to excel and execute their Opus Prize experiences in ways that are, hopefully, even better than
the 2018 Opus Prize at the University of Portland.
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Future Research
This research and study about the Opus Prize could have been pursued with many
different groups and down many different avenues. A similar study with related interview
questions could include as participants other populations with rich, textural experiences of the
Opus Prize. These could include cohorts of students from other universities who participated in
the other previous 12 Opus Prize celebrations, or perhaps faculty members who served as
ambassadors at any of these institutions. Past Opus Prize finalists could be interviewed to learn
about their experiences from the perspectives of those who are nominated and who welcomed
visitors to their communities. Additionally, the members of the Opus Prize Foundation Board
and its Executive Director have conducted more than 40 site visits during the first 14 years of the
Opus Prize program. They may have fascinating stories to tell and a different perspective to
share how the Opus Prize site visits have contributed to their own narratives.
As universities are invited and commit to serve as partner institutions for future Opus
Prize celebrations, it could be worthwhile conducting true pre-/post-experience interviews with
students and faculty ambassadors. It could be powerful to capture intermittent stories and
emerging understandings from these ambassadors’ experiences of the immediate impact and
enduring influence over time of their Opus Prize commitments.
As an area of academic interest, it could be very interesting to explore the theme of
processing privilege through the experiences of the Opus Prize. Each participant understood the
construct of privilege differently and seemed to divine different advantages from it or struggled
with various facets of it. These diverse and shared experiences of privilege and how Opus Prize
student ambassadors process privilege would be interesting to explore further.
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Conclusion
The Opus Prize program affords participating student ambassadors an intentional
platform and channel to travel to the locations of extraordinary individuals who are serving
populations on the margins and those most vulnerable in our world. The Opus Prize Foundation
hopes that the students who participate will become different because of their engagements
through the personal encounters and textured travels of the site visits. The former student
ambassadors who served as participants for this study shared that they were changed—and that
they are still changing. Their understandings of the world have been formed and structured,
nuanced and refined. And while they see the world differently, they have also witnessed the
impact that the passionate commitment of an individual can have within a specific community.
The students have seen ripples of change that come from a hope-filled vision, and they have seen
the waves that follow inspirational actions. Perhaps most powerfully, they have come to see
themselves in these pictures. Through their initial applications to serve as Opus Prize student
ambassadors and pre-travel preparations in advance of the site visits, students anticipated
meeting others who embody what it means to be faith-based advocates and entrepreneurs
committed to making their communities more socially-just. Now, others may use these exact
same words to describe them—the Opus Prize student ambassadors.
Through the site visitation and intentional reflection, the Opus Prize student ambassadors
now see the world differently, they see themselves differently, and they see themselves as actors
in the world differently. As the Opus Prize ambassadors continue to refine who they are and who
they aspire to become, they are evolving as different characters within the present and future
chapters of their own narratives. As several of the Opus Prize ambassadors noted, it is difficult or
impossible to un-see or un-hear some of the experiences that they had during their site visits.
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These have become deep, textural, compelling, and enduring memories.
The narrative of the Opus Prize program and its enduring legacy now claim a
passionately committed social entrepreneur, a powerful amplifier for voices that need to be
heard, an intentional advocate for marginalized populations, a professionally committed public
servant with enriched expertise through first-hand experiences, a young professional who
pursues opportunities to act “whole heartedly” within corporate America, a more texturally
attuned and socially able community liaison, and a confirmed nurse who understands her
occupation as a holy vocation. These are some of the narratives of the Opus Prize program, and
this is part of the transformational legacy of the Opus Prize Foundation.
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